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INTEGRATED NUfvlERICAL SIMULATION OF DRIP 
IRRIGATION WITH SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE 
Abstract 
JAMES RAY HOOVER 
Under the supervision of Professor John L. Wiersma 
xii 
A numerical method and model were developed to simulate soil 
moisture during steady-state and transient flow toward a tile drain. 
Intermittent application of water by drip irrigation and rainfall were 
simulated by use of finite difference approximation equations. No 
known analytical solution for these flow situations exists because of 
the complex mathematics describing unsaturated flow in the soil. 
The computer model is based on the electrical resistance network 
analog. The explicit finite difference equations were solved by the 
successive over-relaxation method for steady-state flow and by iter­
ation for transient soil moisture flow. The computer program for the 
model consists of specialized subroutines which solve transient flow 
problems by a series of steady-state solutions. This series of 
solutions requires iterative application of the unsaturated flow 
equation to all unsaturated nodes and successive over-relaxation to all 
saturated nodes for each unsaturated iteration. Small time steps must 
be used during unsaturated flow to avoid an unstable solution. 
The computer model was used to simulate soil moisture movement 
under three different regimes: ( 1) drip irrigation, (2) intermittent 
rainfall, and (3) rainfall on an inclined soil profile when hysteresis 
xiii 
W3S considered. An inmiediate response was obtained during irrigation 
or rainfall applications. The water table decline prior to water ap­
plication and after the application was the typical exponential 
recession curve. The water table receded rapidly above the tile drain 
and drawdown progressed slowly toward the midplane boundary in the 
horizontal profile. This numerical technique and model could be a use­
ful design tool to simulate soil moisture movement for evaluating pro­
posed designs of drainage, irrigation, leach bed systems and other 
soil moisture flow problems. 
INTRODUCTION 
Our national population is growing by about two million people a 
year. At the present rate of growth, there may be 100 million more 
people in the United States by the year 2000. Stresses in the ability 
to consistently produce food and fiber for our population have been 
felt and will become more pronounced with increases in population. At 
the same time that more agricultural production is needed, more land 
is being taken out of production for homes, cities, factories, highways, 
waste disposal, etc. Unfortunately, only about 60 percent of the 
total land in the United States is suitable for crop production, and 
the above nonagricultural uses are removing many cropland acres per­
manently from agricultural production each year. Hence, researchers 
must find ways to produce maximum yields from limiting farmland. 
One of the ways to maximize crop production is to improve the 
plant environment. Engineering wise, irrigation and drainage improve­
ment practices have been very ·beneficial and economical. In the past, 
these systems have been designed from practical experience gained by 
trial and error and from costly field research. 
Needed h1provement in these design procedures fostered the devel­
opment of theoretical studies to determine the physical laws of motion 
and conservation of mass governing soil moisture movement. These laws 
are expressed as a nonlinear, second order, partial differential equa­
tion. However, the complicated mathematics involved in solving the 
soil moisture flow equation has hindered the progress toward solutions 
of practical moisture flow problems. The only exact solutions apply to 
2 
steady-state flow problems. Therefore, other methods of solution 
have been developed including sand tank, electrical analog, and numeri­
cal analog models to analyze specific problems. These techniques by­
pass the mathematical complications inherent in theoretical analyses, 
but have their own handicaps. 
The sand tank model did not become very popular, probably because 
of problems of obtaining a uniform conductivity and the necessary in­
strumentation to monitor the results. A modification of the sand tank 
was the glass bead-glycerol model which must be maintained at constant 
temperature and humidity . 
Electrical analog models were an aGcurate method to simulate 
saturated soil moisture. However, a moving boundary, such as the water 
table in nonsteady flow was not easily solved. Therefore, most elec­
trical analog s olutions have been of steady-state flow problems or 
steady-state step solutions of nonsteady state problems. 
Numerical solutions to soil moisture flow problems generally re­
sulted from the solution of Darcy's and continuity equations or the 
diffusion equation. Due to the time required to solve most significant 
problems, numerical solutions were impractical until the advent of the 
electronic computer which could perform the needed calculations in a 
reasonable time. By using computers, researchers have been able to 
approximate solutions to steady and nonsteady-state flow problems which 
cannot be solved theoretically without making s implifying assumptions 
which destroy the usefulness of the solution. 
The principal aim of this study is to develop the foundation 
skills and understanding of a simulation technique whereby a mathe­
matical model of the equation of unsaturated flow of water through .. 
two-dimensional saturated and unsaturated porous media can be de­
veloped. The mathematical model will be used to simulate moisture 
flow characterized by saturated and unsaturated regions separated by 
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a moving phreatic surface. The simulation will assume that at time 
zero the saturated soil profile will start draining to the tile. After 
an arbitrary time, the application of water to the profile surface will 
be simulated. The water applications represent drip irrigation from a 
line source and rainfall over the entire surface. The water appli­
cations will be repeated at a scheduled time interval and will repre­
sent typical application rates. 
Drip irrigation will be simulated as line sources spaced at five­
foot intervals, where the source is assumed to be one-foot wide. All 
emitters will operate at a constant rate during the application in­
terval, whereas, rainfall application at any node will be proportional 
to the surface area represented by that node. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Theory 
In 1856, Henry Darcy formulated the fundamental law of flow 
through porous media. The study showed that the quantity of water 
flowing through a sand column of length L and cross section A during 
the time t is given by 
Q KiA - KM A t = L [ 1] 
where the hydraulic conductivity K is the proportionality coefficient 
and the hydraulic gradient i is the ratio of the hydraulic potential 
difference t::, ¢ at the ends of the sand column to the length of the 
column. The hydraulic potential at any point in the porous media is 
the sum of the gravitational, pressure, and osmotic potentials. Os­
motic potential is usually ignored since solutes usually move more 
rapidly than the water in a soil. Potential is often expressed in 
terms of length of water column which produces the equivalent potential 
pressure. Therefore, the hydraulic potential ¢ is given as 
¢ = h + y [ 2] 
where h is the water potential and y is the elevation potential. 
The hydraulic conductivity K is a measure of the permeability of 
the sand. Darcy's law is a dynamic equation of motion and when com­
bined with an equation of state and an equation of continuity, the 
result is the general equation of flow through porous media 
5 
[ 3] 
where e is the volume of water per unit volume of porous media and Kx, 
Ky, and K2 are the hydraulic conductivities in the x, y, and z direc­
tions. This equation is nonlinear because e, K, and¢ are interdepend­
ent. To solve equation [3], the boundaries of the flow region, the 
conditions al�ng these boundaries, and the conditions at some point in 
time which can be used as a starting point for the solution must be 
specified. Although equation [3] has no known analytical solution, its 
solution may be approximated through numerical analysis procedures 
using finite differencing techniques . 
ae For saturated flow in an isotropic porous media, at - o, 
Kx = Ky = K 2 = K, and equation [ 3] can be simplified to the three­
dimensional elliptical L?place equation 
[4] 
Additional reductions in equations [3] and [4] can be made when solv­
ing one- or two-dimensional problems by eliminating the terms contain­
ing the unnecessary direction x, y, or z .  
The diffusivity concept of water flow was developed to simplify 
the mathematical and experimental solution of unsaturated flow problems 
by converting the general flow equation [3] to the diffusion and heat 
conduction equations for which solutions were available . This con­
version assumes that the diffusion coefficient Dis given as 
D (e ) = K (e ) a h/a e • 
The ratio of hydraulic conductivity to diffusivity is sometimes 
called specific water capacity c(e) where 
c (e ) = K ( 8 ) /D ( 8 ) = � t 
which is the slope of the soil-moisture characteristic curve at 
moisture content e . 
[ 5] 
[ 6] 
Substitution of equations [2] and [5] into equation [3] gives 
a e = _Q_ ( D(e )°e [o (h+-y) ]) + ..Q_ ( D(e )ae [a (h+-y) ] ) a t o x o h o x oy a h ay 
which reduces to 
o ( g__e_ [ o (hty) ] ) + oz D(e )a h oz 
[7] 
oe = _Q_ ( D(e )oe) + _Q_ ( D(e )oe + D(e )'�e) + ..£.. ( D(e )°e ) [sJ a t ox ax a y o y ah oz oz 
or 
where y is in the vertical direction. In two dimensions, equation 
[ 9] becomes 
� o (o( )






o x 8 a x oy oy ay 
which reduces to 




for vertical flow or 
[ 12] 
for horizontal flow. 
In the previous equations, the coefficients K (e), D(e), and c(e) 
are given to show that these parameters are functions of the moisture 
content. The K (e) and e(h) functions are monotonic relations for 
moisture content e increases or decreases. However, soils exhibit 
hysteresis if there is a reversal in the soil moisture trend. Topp 
(1971) has found no measurable hysteresis in the K (e) function, but 
found considerable hysteresis in the K (h) and e (h) relationships. 
Specific water capacity C (e) and diffusivity D(e) also exhibit con­
siderable hysteresis. Figure 1 from Klute, et al. (1964) shows the 
hysteresis behavior of a soil when it is dried and rewet producing 
the characteristic wetting and drying curves of the e (h) relation. 
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When the soil is so analyzed, the corresponding diffusivity to water 
content D(e) or D (h) relationship is composed of crossed curve segments 
which form a skewed or distorted "bowtie" . As shown in Figure 1, the 
hysteresis behavior of the D(e) and C(e) does not form closed loops as 
in the case of the e(h) function, but forms a " bowtie" type curve with 
jumps at the points corresponding to a reversal in moisture content or 
water potential. 
Although equation [12] is of the same form as Fick's second law 
of diffusion and resembles the usual heat flow equations, there are 
several differences which do not permit the application of readily 















h cm --- 0 0 8--
Figure 1 .  Hypothetical curves used in the discussion 
of the " bowtie" hysteresis effect in the 
diffusivity versus water content function. 
available solutions of heat flow problems to soil moisture flow 
analysis. The major difference is that the specific heat is not a 
function of the temperature but that the moisture flow equivalent 
9 
and the specific water capacity are a function of the moisture con­
tent and exhibit hysteresis in the C (e) relation. The moisture flow 
is a result of a hydraulic potential gradient, not a moisture gradi­
ent. Also, gravity is a factor in water movement for which heat flow· 
has no counterpart. 
Special relationships for conductivity or diffusivity to water 
pressure or content have been developed by research�rs which are 
empirical or can easily be analytically integrated. Examples of these 
functions are 
K (h) a 
used by Gardner (1958), Rubin and Steinhardt (1963), Taylor and 
Luthin (1969), Whisler, et al. (1968), and Whisler (1969); 
K (h) = K eah s 
used by Philip (1968) and (1972) ,  Thomas, et al. (1974), Warrick 
(1974), and Zachmann and Thomas (1973); 




utilized by Gardner and Mayhugh (1958) and Klute, et al. (1965), where 
K, Ks, D, e, h, and e are the hydraulic conductivity, saturated hy­
draulic conductivity, diffusivity, moisture content, water potential, 
exponential function, and a, b, and n are constants, respectively. 
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Solution of the General Flow Equation 
Analytical 
Few analytical solutions of the general flow equations are avail­
able which consist of solutions of simple steady-state flow problems. 
Kirkham (1949) and (1951) solved two-dimensional tile drainage problems 
by assuming the tile drain to be a horizontal well and that flow is 
radial toward the drain. In the earlier publication, the soil was uni­
form with a constant hydraulic conductivity, whereas, the second solu­
tion was for a two-layered soil . Other analytical solutions of soil 
moisture flow have been found by Philip (1971) and _(1972) for two­
dimensional flow in a uniform soil from trickle or subsurface irri­
gation line sources. Zachmann and Thomas (1973) and Thomas, et al. 
(1974) also solved steady-state flow in a uniform soil with trickle 
or subsurface line sources. 
Electric Analog 
Investigators early recognized the similarity between Darcy's 
law and Ohm's law 
I =  E/R [ 16] 
where the current flow I is equal to the ratio of the electric 
potential E to the resistance R which is proportional to the length 
L of the conductor per cross-sectional area A. Replacing the re-
L sistance R = R'A where R' is the specific resistance of the conductor 
gives 
11 
_ EA I - R'L [ 17] 
Substituting the inverse of R' which is the specific conductivity K 
of the conductor, equation [ 17] becomes 
KEA r-­L [ 18] 
where I is the current flow, K is the conductivity, E is the potential 
difference over the length L of conductor with cross-sectional area A. 
Therefore, equation [ 181 is analogous to Darcy's law of water flow in 
porous media. 
Early use of the analogy consisted of the use of conductivity 
paper made with graphite and a voltage analyzer by Childs (1943) to 
study steady-state tile drainage with a water table. In later pub­
lications, he analyzed the transient case of a falling or rising water 
table with tile drainage. The first to report the use of an electrical 
resistance network was Luthin (1953) making use of Kirchhoff's law 
[ 19] 
for the currents through four resistors connected at point zero in the 
form of a five-point star as in Figure 2. Substituting equation [16] 
into equation [19] shows that 
[ 20] 
defines the voltage anywhere within the resistance network formed by 
any combination of these five-point stars. Additional relationships 
1 






Figure 2. Five-point star used in 
resistance networks . 
12 




and that the resistance of resistors combined in parallel is given 
by 
[ 22] 
Next to use the electric resistance network were Bower and Little 
(1959) , who found relaxation solutions to tile drainage and subsurface 
irrigation problems where saturated and unsaturated zones were united 
in one system. They assumed the soil hydraulic conductivity to vary 
linearly with depth and determined that the vertical hydraulic con­
ductivity to be given by 
[ 23] 
and the horizontal conductivity to be given by 
[24] 
where Kv, KH, Ky, and KB are the conductivities vertically, hori­
zontally, at the top, and at the bottom of the layer, respectively. 
The ln is the natural logarithm function. They found the relaxation 
technique produced relatively rapid solutions by the resistance net­
work system. 
302824 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE U IVE STY LIBRARY 
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The next step in the developnent of the electric analog technique 
was the solving of transient flow problems by Brutsaert, et al. (1961) 
who compared their solution with sand tank model studies of falling 
water table with tile drainage by Luthin and Worstell (1957) .  They 
used a relation for drainable pore space as a function of capillary 
pressure as found in the Luthin-Worstell study. The electric analog 
solutions were in agreement with the sand tank solutions in the Luthin­
Worstell experiment. 
Vimoke, et al. (1962) developed greatly improved equations for 
the network resistance adjacent to the drain by using a logarithmic 
expression instead of a linear one. The solutions deviated less than 
two percent from the analytical solutions by Kirkham (1949) when this 
improved drain resistance expression was used. The network analog 
incorporated improved features in flexibility, accuracy, and ease of 
operation. Vimoke developed the "building block" approach to make it 
easier to understand and calculate the resistances of the network 
than the previously used node to node concept. The "building block" 
technique was published by Vimoke and Taylor (1962) , wherein the 
mathematical relationships defining the solution of the electric net­
work analog were developed. They described the use of mesh expansion, 
the solution of potential adjacent to the drain, and the procedure 
when solving a layered soil system. Thiel and Bornstein (1965) used 
the electric analog to study tile drainage of a layered soil inclined 
six percent. 
Numerical Analysis 
The nonlinearity of the general flow equation, because of the 
interaction of the hydraulic conductivity with water potential or 
moisture content and the hysteresis in the water potential to con­
ductivity relation, has resulted in no known analytical solution of 
the equation for nonsteady flow cases. Solution of nonsteady flow 
problems can be accomplished with the electrical resistance network 
analog, but they are slow and laborous. Therefore, researchers 
turned to numerical methods to linearize the flow equation. 
An early method was by relaxation of the poten-�ial variation by 
the five-point star equation such as [20]. Several versions of this 
method were tried by Kunz (1957) which included: 
1. relaxing the residual at nodes of highest residual first 
( the Southwell method), 
2. relaxing the residual of the nodes in succession without 
immediate replacement of the revised potentials until 
completion of a cycle ( the L iebrnann method), 
3 .  sequential relaxation with irrm1ediate replacement (the 
improved Liebmann method), and 
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4 .  successively relaxing the potential by subtracting the product 
of a relaxation factor times the residual (called successive 
over-relaxation (SOR) if the relaxation factor is greater 
than one but less than two or is called successive under­
relaxation if the relaxation factor is less than one). 
Relaxation methods are explicit forms of solution since the unknown 
is calculated from known potentials. 
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Considering these four methods, the Southwell method is the fast­
est to converge to the solution but is not adaptable to use with modern 
computers. The Liebmann is slower to converge, but adaptable to com­
puterization. The immediate replacement concept speeds convergence in 
the "improved" Liebmann method. A better method is to anticipate 
future changes needed to relax the residual by over-relaxation cor­
rections. Over-relaxation factors w greater than two result in 
divergence from the solution. Under-relaxation is often used when 
unstability of the solution is a problem. Another factor that affects 
the number of relaxations is the closeness of the first guess values 
for the nodes in the grid system. The better the initial values for 
the nodes, the quicker the solution will be obtained. 
The improved Liebmann relaxation method was applied to saturated 
flow to tile drains in a uniform and a two layered soil by Luthin and 
Gaskell (1950) . The steady-state solution for the uniform soil was 
within four percent of that found analytically by Kirkham (1949). No 
analytical solution exists for the two-layered drainage problem . 
Kirkham and Gaskell (1950) applied the same method to nonsteady flow 
to tile and ditch drains. Their results were in general agreement 
with those found by Childs in earlier work. An important observation 
was that the accuracy of the solution was improved with decreases in 
mesh size, but the labor involved in the hand calculations increased 
17 
rapidly with reductions in mesh size. They derived a relation for the 
rate that water declined and used the relaxation methods to solve the 
nonsteady flow problem by a series of steady-state solutions .at con­
stant water table levels. The same procedure, except utilizing a 
cylindrical coordinate system was used by Luthin and Scott (1952) to 
solve for flow through aquifers to gravity and artesian wells. 
Klute (1952) developed the diffusion equation for horizontal in­
filtration and drainage cases. The nonsteady-state solutions of the 
diffusion equation were obtained by numerical iteration techniques and 
graphical determination of diffusivity from the moisture content versus 
water pressure relation . 
Day and Luthin (1956 ) solved the general flow equation for one­
dimension and utilized the relation between capillary conductivity and 
moisture content to similate vertical drainage a The results indicated 
the general trend of the drainage could be predicted when the capillary 
conductivity relation was used. 
Gardner and M.a yhugh ( 1958) determined from available data for 
some soils, that diffusivity was an exponential function of the 
moisture content as given in equation [15]. They used the diffusion 





which can only be used for semi-infinite, uniform porous media with a 
uniform initial moisture content, to convert the nonlinear general flow 
equation into an ordinary differential equation which they numerically 
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solved. They solved the nonsteady state, one-dimensional horizontal 
infiltration problem. Their results were in good agreement with data 
obtained from the pressure plate outflow method. Gardner (1959) again 
used the exponential relation for diffusivity to numerically solve the 
diffusion equation for horizontal flow occurring during evaporation 
from soil columns. The numerical solutions predicted accurately the 
rate of drying for laboratory soil columns. 
Isherwood (1959) was the first to use a digital computer to solve 
the flow equation. He used the successive over-relaxation technique 
applied to the five-point star equation [20] with reflected images at 
the boundaries. He analyzed the falling water table in tile drained 
land as a series of steady-state solutions as conducted by Kirkham and 
Gaskell (1950). The assumptions for the solution were constant hy­
draulic conductivity and drainable porosity, hence neglecting the 
capillary fringe. He found that convergence was quite rapid if the 
over-relaxation factor was used. The water table fell exponentially 
with time after a slower initial rate. 
Evans and Ashcroft (1961) analyzed the effect of a restricting 
layer on ponded flow to tile drains by a computerized relaxation method 
similar to that of Isherwood. Taylor and Luthin (1963) and Burke and 
Taylor (1965) analyzed other stratification problems with results 
within five percent of the analytical solutions by Kirkham. 
In contrast to the explicit relaxation method, Ashcroft, et al. 
(1962) developed an implicit finite difference method of solution of 
the diffusion equation. The implicit technique is the backward dif­
ference scheme instead of the explicit forward difference method. 
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This means that the solution must consider all equations at_ an�e ,. such 
as a matrix solution of the coefficients of the 1 inearized flow 
equation. Conveniently, the matrix involved is a tridiagonal matrix, 
wherein, only a tridiagonal band of coefficients are non-zero . This 
type of system can be solved rapidly by the Thomas algorithm de­
scribed by von Rosenberg ( 1969). Ashcroft, et al. ( 1962) solved the 
one-dimensional, horizontal flow in a uQiform semi-infinite medium and 
compa red their results with those obtained anal ytica 1 1  y by use of the 
Boltzman transformation. Both methods gave very similar results. 
Hanks and Bowers ( 1962) programmed the solution of infiltration 
into a layered soil by implicit finite difference methods. They solved 
the tridiagonal coefficient matrix by methods described by Richtmyer 
and Morton (1967). Their method required known relations between the 
moisture content and pressure head and between moisture content and 
diffusivity . The method did not require the soil to be homogeneous, 
semi-infinite, horizontal (gravity neglected) , or the initial moisture 
content to be uniform. Their results compared well with work published 
by Philip in 1957. 
A modified Gauss--Siedel iterative method with over-relaxation 
was used by Reisenauer (1963) to solve steady-state seepage flow from 
unlined canals through heterogeneous, partially saturated sands . His 
program could solve one-, two-, or three-dimensional flow problems 
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consisting of as many as 8, 000 nodes. He used the optimum over­
relaxation coefficient for stability as described by Young in 1954. 
Rubin and Steinhardt (1963) solved the problem of nonsteady, one­
dimensional, vertical infiltration at rates less than and greater than 
the saturated hydraulic conductivity. They used the expressions 
h = 11 . 3  + 3.19  - 0. 05el59 + e -5750+16. 3 e 
for the water pressure and 
[26] 
for the hydraulic conductivity of Rehovot sand. They assumed no hys­
teresis existed in these functions. Sewell and van Schilfgaarde (1968) 
solved two-dimensional, nonsteady, unsaturated flow to tile drains. 
They used an iteration technique and considered flow from the capil­
lary fringe by a conductivity versus wa ter potential relation. 
Taylor and Luthin (1963) programmed the methods reported by 
Luthin and Gaskell (1950) to solve steady-state two-dimensional flow 
through a two -layered soil to tile drains. They used a constant value 
for the hydraulic conductivity. The publication gives a good de­
scription of their method to solve the Laplace equation. 
Green, et al. (1964) used the method of Hanks and Bowers (1_962) 
to study nonsteady vertical infiltration into a two-layered soil. 
Their infiltration rates were in good agreement with those measured in 
the field. 
Wang, et al. (1964) analyzed nonsteady, unsaturated, vertical 
infiltration into soils, when the initial moisture content and the 
hydraulic and capillary characteristics of the soil are known. The 
step-by-step numerical procedure predicted the moisture content of 
the profile with depth as time of infiltration increased. 
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Burke and Taylor (1965) studied the effect of soil stratification 
in steady-state saturated flow to tile drains by numerical methods. 
They analyzed two- and three-layered soil arranged to form 144 dif­
ferent drainage situations. Deeper placement of drains resulted in 
higher flow rates only if the ratio of the conductivity of the lower 
layer to the upper layer was greater than one third. 
Klute, et al. (1965) solved the nonlinear diffusion equation for 
horizontal infiltration and outflow through a soil column of finite 
length. They used the exponential relation between diffusivity and 
moisture content [15] and used an iteration method. Far given boundary 
conditions and initial moisture content, they found that inflow occurs 
more readily than outflow. 
Whisler and Klute (1965) analyzed nonsteady vertical infiltration 
of soil columns which had been saturated and drained to give the in­
itial conditions. They assumed hysteresis and iteratively removed the 
nonlinearity using a modified Crank-Nicolson finite difference method. 
They noted that each point in the sand column wetted along a different 
scanning curve of the moisture characteristic curves and that soils 
with steep moisture content versus water pressure curves exhibited a 
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sharp wetting front while in soils with more gently sloping character­
istic curve, the wetting front was more diffuse. 
Luthin and Taylor (1966) analyzed two-dimensional steady flow to 
ditches in a sloping profile whe�e the outflow rate equaled the pre­
cipitation rate. They considered the capillary fringe by using 
equation [13] with a, b, and n equal to 3. 6 x 106, 2. 5 x 104, and 3, 
respectively. The ditches· were assumed to reach the impermeable layer. 
Results consisted of water table profiles for different precipitatio 
rates and different land slopes. 
Staple (1966) used an implicit method to solve the diffusion 
equation for vertical infiltration followed by redistribution, con­
sidering hysteresis in the moisture content versus hydraulic con­
ductivity relation. The results .consisted of moisture content versus 
depth curves for time steps. 
Remson, et al. (1967) solved the diffusion equation for vertical 
drainage without infiltration or evaporation . They used data for a 
diffusivity versus moisture content curve in the explicit forwa rd dif­
ference solution to determine the computed moisture content versus 
depth curves for steps of flow time. 
Rubin (1967) developed a numerical procedure to analyze post­
infiltration redistribution of water in semi-infinite vertical soil 
columns. The method utilizes hysteresis relations na king it possible 
to find the unique curve which characterises moisture transformations 
with depth. The method is applicable to cases of redistribution with 
or without a constant evaporation rate. The finite difference method 
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was an implicit type which was solved as in Rubin and Steinhardt 
(1963). He found that almost all the evaporated water came from soil 
layers with positive moisture gradients. 
Rubin (1968) solved the flow equation for two-dimensional, tran­
sient, unsaturated or partially unsaturated soils by using alternating­
directions implicit "ADI" finite difference methods. A solution by the 
ADI method consists of the solution of two sets of equations . The firs.t 
set of equations is implicit in one direction only an fo:::-ms a tci.­
diagonal matrix that can be solved easily by the Thomas algorithm. 
Then, the same type of equations, except implicit only in he direction 
perpendicular to that used in the first set of equations, are solved 
by the Thomas algorithm. The second solution is considered the 
solution to the problem. Hence, the ADI solution is like solving two 
one-dimensional , perpendicular flow problems sequentially, where the 
second solution is the answer to the problem. Rubin (1968) considered 
the problems of horizontal infiltration and ditch drainage. The re­
sults for the horizontal infiltration process involved upward flow­
components, which are due, primarily, to a gravity induced variation 
in hydraulic conductivity along the inflow face . The drainage results 
demonstrate that transient water flow within the unsaturated zone and 
the outflow from the seepage zone may significantly affect the progress 
of the water table descent and the total outflow rates. 
Wang and Lakshminarayana (1968) solved the nonsteady state dif­
fusivity equation for vertical infiltration and vertical drainage 
through a layered soil using an explicit-implicit difference scheme. 
Cumulative drainage and average rate of drying and wetting were in 
reasonable agreement with field measurements . 
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Amerman (1969) in his thesis used both explicit and implicit 
finite difference methods to determine the two-dimensional, partially 
unsaturated, nonsteady flow from surface irrigation into the soil pro­
file. He had intended to use the ADI method entirely, but if a flow 
region contained fully saturated and partially saturated subregions 
separated by a moving phreatic surface, the ADI method failed due t� 
the occurrence of singularities in the systems of simultaneous 
equations used in the ADI procedure. He did not consider hysteresis . 
He also solved the case of drainage from saturated, sloping land . 
Freeze (1969) studied the problem of one-dimensional, vertical, 
nonsteady, unsaturated flow through homogeneous , isotropic soils in 
a recharging or discharging ground water flow sy�tern . He modeled in­
filtration and evaporation with hysteresis by implicit finite differ­
ence methods which were solved by recursion methods given in Richtmyer 
and Morton (1967) . The solutions were given in the form of water 
potential, hydraulic potential, and moisture content profiles . 
Hanks , et al. (1969) presented a numerical method to estimate one­
dimensional infiltration, redistribution, evaporation, and drainage 
of water from the soil. They assumed hysteresis in the water content 
versus wa ter potential relation, but not in the conductivity versus 
water content relation . Their estimation of infiltration, redistri­
bution, and evaporation was in good a greement with measurements from 
soil columns. 
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Taylor and Luthin (1969) solved transient problems of drawdown 
around a pumped well in an unconfined aquifer. The solution , expressed 
in cylindrical coordinates, is a series of steady-state solutions of 
the saturated-unsaturated flow region. The analysis of the simultane­
ous solutions for flow in the saturated and unsaturated zones is 
similar to the procedure that will be described in this thesis. 
Bolen (1970) analyzed transient water flow through layered soils 
to tile drains using the relaxation technique . The initial condition 
was a saturated profile. His numerical procedure was similar to that 
o-f Taylor and Luthin (1969). Results from the two-layered profile 
indicated that when the conductivity of the top layer to that of the 
bottom layer was less than or equal to 15, drain depth had more effect 
on drawdown than did the conductivity ratio e For ratios greater than 
15, faster drawdowns were obtained by placing the drain in the more 
permeable top layer. 
Brandt, et al. (1971) used the diffusion equation for nonsteady, 
unsaturated flow to analyze three-dimensional infiltration from a 
trickle source. They used a combination of the ADI noniterative pro­
cedure with Newton's iterative method. Their results compared well 
with those of Wooding for steady infiltration from a circular pond and 
with simple one-dimensional solutions . 
Nwa, et al . {1971) used the ADI method to solve the problem of 
rainfall infiltration into a watershed surface. The slope of the 
watershed had no effect on the transient infiltration rate, but the 
steady-state rate increased as the land slope increased. They found 
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that the saturation starts from the top of the profile and moves down 
to the impermeable layer when the precipitation rate equals or exceeds 
the saturated hydraulic conductivity, but the situation is reversed if 
the rainfall rate is less than the saturated conductivity. They had 
no problem solving mixed flow problems by the ADI method. 
Reichardt, et al. (1972) solved the soil moisture flow equation 
for nonsteady, two-dimensio.nal horizontal infiltration into air-dry 
layered soils. The solution, based on a scaled soil water diffusivity 
function, was in good agreement with experimental and theoretical in­
filtration profiles for the layered soils . 
Whisler , et al. (1972) analyzed ponded, nonsteady-state, infil­
tration into a heterogeneous porous medium in which the hydraulic 
conductivity varied linearly with the depth in the profile. The sca led 
hydraulic conductivity relation is a function of water pressure at the 
air entry value. Pressure head and water content profiles for two 
distributions of hydraulic conductivity were computed and compared with 
that for a homogeneous soil having an average conductivity. 
Lomen and Warrick (1974) used the exponential relation between 
hydraulic conductivity and water potential to numerically, without 
finite differencing techniques, solve the linearized transient, two­
dimensional flow equation. Their solution applies to single and 
parallel line sources on the ground surface. The solution applies 
to irrigation systems operated frequently, such as drip irrigation, 
for which the soil moisture at any point varies over a relatively small 
range. The results include lines of constant matric flux potential or 
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equal moisture content as a function of time. Warrick (1974) extended 
this method to time-dependent cases for point sources. His results for 
moisture front advance and cyclic water applications were s imilar to 
the f in ite difference results of Brandt, et al. (1971) . 
Summary 
The basis of determining water flow in soil is by the general flow 
equation which is a combination of Darcy ' s  law and an equation of con­
tinuity of mass. The flow equation is a nonlinear, partial differ­
ential equation which defies exact analytical solution, except for a 
few steady-state cases by Kirkham (1949, 1951) for tile drainage, 
Philip (1971, 1972) , Zachmann and Thomas (1973) and Thomas, et al. 
(1974) for surface and subsurface line sources. 
Hence, researchers developed methods to linearize the flow equa­
tion so that it could be solved for steady and nonsteady-state flow 
situations . The methods consist of the electric analog, numerical 
variable transformations, and finite difference techniques. 
The first to utilize the analogy between Ohm' s law and Darcy' s law 
was Childs (1943) who used conducting paper as representing the porous 
media. The resistance network was developed and refined by Luthin 
(1953 ),  Bower and Little (1959) ,  Taylor, et al. (1960), Brutsaert 
(1961) ,  Vimoke (1962), Vimoke and Taylor (1962) , and Thiel and 
Bornstein (1965) .  Although the electric analog has been used mainly 
to solve steady-state flow problems, it can be used to solve nonsteady 
flow by a ser ies of steady-state step solutions. 
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Numerical transformations have been limited to the Boltzman 
transformation and exponential relationships in conductivity and dif­
fusivity functions. The Boltzman transformation has severe limitations 
including that it can only be used to study flow in a semi-infinite, 
uniform porous medium with a uniform initial moisture content. The 
Boltzman transformation was first used by Gardner and Mayhugh (1958). 
The conductivity exponential relation was used by Philip (1968, 1972), 
Thomas, et al. (1974), Warrick (1974), and Zachmann and Thomas (1973). 
Gardner and fvlayhugh (19�8) and Klute, et al. (1965) utilized the 
exponential diffusivity relation. 
The first researchers to use finite difference methods to analyze 
soil moisture movement were Luthin and Gaskell (1950), who applied the 
relaxation technique to ponded water flow. Numerical finite difference 
methods were so successful that many researchers have turned to these 
methods . Others that solved steady-state ponded flow situations in­
clude: Luthin and Scott (1952), Evans and Ashcroft (1961), Reisenauer 
(1963), Taylor and Luthin (1963), and Burke and Taylor (1965) for 
various stratification conditions. Steady-state, unsaturated flow 
situations were studied by Reisenauer (1963), Seweli and 
van Schilfgaarde (1963), and Luthin and Taylor (1966). 
Nonsteady (transient), unsaturated flow was first analyzed by 
Kirkham and Gaskell by successive steady-state steps by the relaxation 
method with calculations performed by hand. The method was very labor­
ous. Isherwood solved the same problem with a digital computer. Their 
solutions were based on Kirchhoff ' s law for the electrical resistance 
network. 
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The first solution to the general flow equati n was by Day and 
Luthin (1 956) . Klute (1952) modified the flow equation to replace the 
hydraulic conductivity by diffusivity times the rate of change in 
moisture content per change in water potential. fvla.ny researchers 
started using this or other diffusivity functions. These u ilizing 
the diffusivity concept include: Klute (1952) , Gardner and Mayhugh 
(1958) , Gardner (1959) , Ashcroft, et al. (1962) ,  Rubin and Ste:inhaxdt 
(1963) , Green (1964) , Klute, et al. (1965),  Liakopoulos (1966) , 
Staple (1966) , Remson, et al. (1967) , and Reichardt (1972). 
The finite difference methods utilized by the above researchers 
have been categorized as explicit and implicit when the calculated 
value is computed from known values (forward difference scheme) or 
computed with unknown values (backward difference scheme) , respec­
tively. An interesting combination of both schemes forms the Crank­
Nicolson equation derived from the central difference equation. 
Researchers solving explicit methods using relaxation or iteration 
procedures include: Luthin and Gaskell (1 950) ,  Luthin and Scott 
(1952 ) ,  Luthin and Day (1955) , Day and Luthin (1956) , Ishenvood (1959) , 
Evans and Ashcroft (1961) , Reisenauer (1963) , Sewell and 
van Schilfgaarde (1963) , Taylor and Luthin (1963) , Gupta and Staple 
(1964) , Burke and Taylor (1965), Luthin and Taylor (1966) , Remson, 
et al. (1967) , Taylor and Luthin (1969) , Bolin ( 1970) , and Reichardt 
(1972) . Explicit methods were solved by use of a tridiagonal matrix 
by Hanks and Bowers (1962) , Green, et al. (1964) , Hanks and Klute 
( 1968) ,  Hanks, et al . (1969) . 
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The Crank-Nicolson modified method was used by Whisler and Klute 
(1965 , 1967) and Whisler and Watson (1968). Freeze has developed the 
line successive over-relaxation (LSOR) method in Freeze (1971) and 
other recent publications which is said to be faster than the implicit 
a 1 terna ting direction implicit (ADI) method. 
Researchers solving implicit schemes are Ashcroft, et al. (1962), 
Rubin and Steinhardt (1963), Liakopoulos (1966), Wassmuth, et al. 
(1966), Rubin (1967) , Freeze (1969) , and Brutsaert (1971). A recent 
implicit scheme, the ADI method was developed by Rubin (1968) and used 
by Amerman (1969) and Nwa, et al. (1971). 
Table 1 is a condensed summary of the techniques utilized in 
the research studies of the flow of moisture through porous media that 
have been described in detail. The summary indicates the applications 
of these analyses. 
Ta bl e 1 .  Publ ica tion Summary of  Some Solut ions of the So i l  Mo isture F l ow Equat i on . 
Cond itions 
Non- Method1 D iffu- Coeff i - D imen -
Steady- Steady- of s ivity c ient2 s ions So i l  A ppl i -
Researcher .Sta te State So lution Concept Function 1 , 2 , or 3 Layers cat ion3 
Chi lds ( 1 943 ) s E K ( c ) 2 1 T i l e  D .  
K irkham ( 1 949 ) s A K ( c )  2 1 T i l e  D .  
Kirkham & Ga skel l 
( 1 950 ) T N K ( c ) 2 1 Ditch D .  
Luthin & Ga s ke l l  
( 1 950 s N K ( c )  2 2 T i le D .  
Kirkham ( 1 951 )  s A K ( c ) 2 2 T il e  D .  
Klute ( 1 952 ) T N D D (e ) 1 1 H . I . & D . 
Luthin ( 1 953 ) s E K ( c )  2 3 T i l e  D .  
Day & Luthin ( 1 956 ) T N K ( h )  1 1 V . D . 
Gardner & · Mayhugh 
( 1 958 ) T N D D (9 ) 1 , 2 , & 3 1 H .  I .  
Bower & L ittl e Sub . I .  & 
( 1 959 ) s E K ( h ) 2 1 T i l e  D .  
Gardner ( 1 959 ) T N D D (e ) 1 1 H . E .  
I sherwood ( 1 959 ) T N K ( c )  2 1 T i l e  D .  
Tayl or et a l . 
( 1 960 ) s E K ( c )  2 3 T i l e  D .  
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Ta bl e 1 .  Continued . 
Non -
Steady- Steady-
Researcher State State  
Evans & A shcroft 
( 1 961 ) s 
A shcroft et a L 
( 1 962 ) T 
Ha nks & Bowers 
( 1 962)  T 
V imoke & Taylor 
( 1 962 ) s 
Re isenauer 
( 1 963 ) s 
Rubin & Ste inhardt 
( 1963 - 1 964 ) T 
Sewel l  & van 
Schil fgaarde ( 1 963 ) s 
Ta ylor & Luthin 
( 1 963 ) s 
Green ( 1 964 ) T 
VJa ng et a l . 
( 1 964 ) T 















Condition s  
D i ffu - Coef f i - D imen -
s ivity c ient2 s ions S o i l  Appl i -
Concept Funct ion 1 ,  2 , or 3 Layers c at ion3 
K ( c )  2 3 T i l e  D .  
D D (e ) 1 1 H .  I .  
D D (e ) 1 2 V .  I .  
K ( c )  2 2 T i l e  D . 
Cana l 
K ( h )  2 3 Seep .  
D D ( �!
l ) 1 1 V .  I . 
K ( h )  2 1 T i l e  D . 
K ( c )  2 2 T i l e  D . 
D D (e ) 1 2 V .  I .  
K (e ) 1 1 V . I . & E . 
Ta bl e L Cont inued . 
Cond it ions 
Non- Method 1 Diffu - Coeff i - D irnen -
Steady- Steady- of  s ivity c ient2 s ions So i l  Appl i -
Researcher State State So lut ion Concept Function 1 ,  2 ,  or 3 Layers ca t ion3 
Gurke & Tayl or ( 1 965 ) s N K ( c ) 2 3 T i l e  D .  
Kl ute et a l . H .  I .  & 
( 1 965 ) T N D D (e ) 1 1 H . E .  
Thiel  & Bornstein 
( 1 965 ) s E K ( c )  2 3 T i l e  D .  
\ Jhis l er & Klute V • I . & 
( 1965 ) T N K ( h ) *  1 1 V . D .  
L iakopoul os ( 1 966 ) T N D D ( h ,8 ) 1 1 E .  
Luthin & Tayl or 
( 1966 ) s N K ( h ) 2 1 Ditch D . 
Stapl e K (e ) & V .  I .  & 
( 1 966 ) T N D D (e ) * 1 1 V . R . 
Remson , et a l .  
( 1 967 ) T N D D (e ) 1 1 V . D . 
Rubin ( 1 967 ) T N K (e ) * 1 1 V . R .  
Rubin H . I .  & 
( 1 968 ) T N K ( h )  2 1 Ditch D . 
\ Jang & Lakshminara yana V . D .  & 
( 1 968 ) T N K (e ) 1 10  V . I .  
Ta ble 1 .  Continued . 
Researchers 
Amerman 
( 1 969 ) 
Freeze ( 1 969 ) 
Hanks , et  a l . 
( 1 969 ) 
Taylor & Luthin 
( 1 969 ) 
Bo l in ( 1 970 )  
Brandt , e t  a l . 
( 1 971 ) 
NWA , et a 1 .  ( 1 97 1 ) 
Phi l ip 
( 1 97 1 ) 
Phil ip 
( 1972 )  
Re ichardt , et a l .  
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Condit ions  
D iffu- Coef f i - D imen-
s ivity c ient2 s i ons  So i l  Appl i -
Concept Function 1 , 2 , or 3 Layers ca tion3 
Furrow 
K ( h )  2 1 I .  & D .  
K ( h ) *  1 1 V . E . & R .  
I , R , E , 
K (e ) * 1 1 & D .  
K ( h )  2 1 We l l  
K ( h )  2 2 T i l e  D .  
Tr ick l e  
D D (e ) 2 1 I .  
K ( h )  2 1 I .  
Trick le  
D K ( x , z ) 2 1 & Sub I .  
Tr ickle  
K ( h )  2 1 I .  
D D (e ) 2 2 &  3 H .  I .  
-
f ' i� 
Tabl e 1 .  Continued . 
Researchers 
Whisler , et a l . 
( 1 972 ) 
'a chmann & Thomas 
( 1 973 ) 
Thoma s ,  et a 1 .  
( 1974 ) 
Lomen & Warr ick 
( 1 974 ) 
tvarr ick 
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1Methods of Solution:  A (Ana lytica l ,  E (Electr ica l Ana l og ) , and N (Numerica l ) . 
2coe ffic ient Function :  K ( Hydrau l ic conductivity ) , D (Diffu s ivity ) , c (Constant ) ,  









V .  I .  
Sub I, 
S . I . &S . E .  
Sub I .  
Tr ick l e  
I .  
Tr ickle  
I .  
h (Water pressure ) ,  and e ( Mo isture content ) ,  * Hysteres i s  c ons idered . 
3Appl ica tion :  V ( Vertica l ) , H ( Hor izonta l ) ,  I ( Inf iltra tion ) , E ( Eva pora t ion ) , 
D (Dra ina g e ) , R (Redistr ibution ) ,  and S (Surfa ce ) . 
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Objectives 
The objective of the study is to develop a numerical procedure 
for analyzing two-dimensional flow in a layered profile. The flow will 
be characterized by saturated and unsaturated regions separated by a 
moving phreatic surface. Both the saturated and unsaturated portions 
of the model will be verified by comparison with published results 
The model will then be used to simulate the flow from a drip irri­
gation line source to a tile drain. 
The simulation will assume that at time zero the profile will be 
saturated and start draining to the tile. After some arbitrary time, 
the dr p irrigation source will be started at a constant rate . One 
drip irrigation rate will be investigated which will consist of an 
application rate less than the drainage rate. In addition, soil 
moisture movement will be simulated during intermittent rainfall. 
Methods 
Several numerical methods were discussed in the review of liter­
ature and will be derived and analyzed in the process of selecting a 
method to use in this study. The basic concept of flow of water in 
porous media was presented as the general flow equation. For two­
dimensional flow, the equation is: 
d S  = _Q_ ( K (e )� ) + _Q_ ( K (e )� ) d t  d x  d x  d Y  a y  [ 28] 
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The method of finite differences involves replacing the partial 
derivatives in this equation by an approximation finite difference. 
The finite difference approximations will be derived for an elemental 
volume where the height is 21::.y , the horizontal distance is 21::.x , and 
the depth is 26t as shown in Figure 3. 
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Utilizing the common i, j subscript notation as shown in Figure 3, 
for the cartesian coordinate system, equation [32] becomes 
[ 33] 
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Figure  3 . Elemental volume five -po int s tar s a t  three t ime levels . 
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and 
a '2¢ = ¢� - 1 , j  -
2¢t j + ¢�+ 1 , j  
a y2 ti y2 
[ 34] 
Noting the superscript n in the Figure 3, permits the formation of the 
finite difference for the time term as 
ae 
a t  
n-t- 1  n 
e • . - e • • l , J 1 , J 
6 t [ 35] 
Hence, the finite difference equation form of the general flow 
equation may be written as 
n n ) n n [K (e ·+1 ·) + K (e · · J [ri- • · - ri- •+1 · J } l , J l , J  '+' l , J  '+' l  , J  
2 ti y  
[ 36] 
An assumption that is often made to simplify the form of equation [36] 
is that K (ei, ) is used as an approximation for the quantities 
K (e£? . . 1) ,  K (e£? . _1) ,  K (el:+l . ) ,  and K (e
n
1
. _1 J. ) ,  Bear (1972) . This as-1 , J� l , J  l , J  , 
sumption, although not theoretically accurate, permits equation [37] to 
be reduced to 
e I;+ � n n - e . . ¢i, j-l i , J l , J = 
6 t K (9 I; . ) i , J 
n 
¢i-l,j + 
n - '2I/J . . l , J 
6x2 
n - '2I/J • . l , J 
6y2 
n + ¢ · ·+1 1 , J 
n + ¢ ·+1 l , J  
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[ 37] 
Many researchers replace the hydraulic potential ¢ by water potential 
h, oe by C (e)o h, and K (ei, j) by K (e) in equation [37] giving 
n n n h · l · - 2h - · + h · +l · + 1- 2 J l , J l , l 
6 y2 
Replacing K (e )/c (9 ) by D (e) given by equation [ 6] , equation [ 38] 
becomes 
hf;+� n 
n - h · . h - . 1 1 , J l , J = l 2 J -6t D (e) 
n h ·  1 . + 1 - , J 
n - 2h •  . l 2J 
6x2 




n h · ·+1 1 ,J 
n h ·+ 1 1: ' J  
[ 38] 
[39] 
which is a form often used in recent publications. The equation [39] 
is said to be explicit or forward (in time) difference approximation 
since the one unknown hn+
1
. � is given in terms of known values which were 
, J 
determined during the nth time step. Equation [39] can be solved by 
iteration or matrix solution methods. 
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Another common practice is to assume that 6. x  and 6. t can be chosen 
d 2hn d 2hn+l independently and the --
2 
can be replaced by ---, and sirnilarily 
o x o x2 
d 2h can be replaced by 0 2hn+ l. Making these modifications in the 
o y2 oy2 
equation results in the implicit or backward (in time) difference 
approximation 
n+l n n+l 
h · . - h · . hi2j-l 1 , J 1 , J = 
6 t D (e ) 
n+l 
+ 
h - 1 1 - , J 
n+l 
- 2h · · l 2 J 
t x2 





h · ·+1 l zJ 
n+l 
h •+1 l , J 
which can be solved only by matrix solution methods. 
[40] 
The solution of equations [ 39] and [40] can be shown to be of the 
accuracy, o[ t t,.e:ix2,t y2] by comparison with the exact Taylor series 
expansion about a given point O as 
[ 41] 
The degree of accuracy of the approximation is given in detail in pages 
104-105 of Karplus (1958) and pages 65-67 of Remson, et al. (1971) . If 
the accuracy could be improved to the order of � t2, the increased ac­
curacy would result in faster convergence to the solution of the system 
of 1 inear equations. One method would be to approximate o h/d t over two 
time steps so that the left side of equation [40] is replaced by 
n+2 n 
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hi, j - hi, j _.....__ __ �� however, the new equation always results in an unstable 
26t D (9 ) ' 
solution. Then Whisler and Klute ( 1965 ) decided to develop the finite 
difference approximation about the n+ l/2 time level. The n+l/2 time 
level for the right hand portion of equation [40] was obtained by tak­
ing the average of equation [39] at the nth t ime level and equation 
[ 40] at the n+ 1 time level . The genera 1 ized equation is 
- 2h !: · + h 1:1 ·+ l l ,J  l ,J  
[42] 
When T = 1, equation [42] reduces to the fully explicit equation 
[39], when T = O , [42] forms the implicit equation [40] , and when T = ½, 
the equation becomes the Crank-Nicolson equation. One-dimensional 
forms of these equations can be obtained by eliminating the 6X  or 6 Y 
related terms. 
The merits of each equation should be evaluated to determine which 
equation should be used in the model. Ideal conditions for the 
numerical model were given by Remson, et al . ( 1971 )  as : 
1. the method should be convergent and unconditionally stable 
for b. t chosen independently of !). x  or b. y, 
2. the model should have relatively small truncation error 
without greatly  increasing the complexity of the resulting 
equations, and 
3. the solutions should be easy to compute. 
The qualities of each equation can be determined for one- and two­
dimensional forms of the flow equation. 
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In one-dimensional flow problems, the solution can be obtained 
rather easily. The explicit equation can be solved by iteration or 
matrix methods of solving simultaneous linear equations. Several iter­
ation methods are the Jacobi, Liebmann, modified Liebmann or Gauss­
Siedel, and the successive over-relaxation SOR, that are enumerated 
in order of increasing speed of convergence. The major asset of the 
explicit equation is its ease of solution, but the equation has a 
serious liability because of nonconvergence to a solution when b,.t has 
been chosen too large . The explicit equation can be written as 
hi:+ 
l 
= ( 1 _ 2 At D (e ) ) h � + b. t D (9 ) ( h � + h � 1
) • [ -43] i . !). x2 J .,6.x2 J - 1 J+ 
Stability and convergence of the explicit equation will be maintained 
as long as the coefficient of hj remains positive. Solving the co­
efficient equal to zero for b,.t gives 
[ 44] 
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for stable, converging solutions. Hence, as one decreases �x to im­
prove the accuracy of the solution, the maximum time step is decreased, 
resulting in more time step iterations per solution. 
Both the implicit and the faster converging Crank-Nicolson equa­
tions must be solved by matrix methods for solution of the system of 
linear equations. The coefficients form a tridiagonal matrix which may 
be readily solved by the Thomas algorithm or similar method with a 
medium amount of effort. The implicit and Crank-Nicolson equations 
should not be applied to nonlinear problems since the resulting equa­
tions are also nonlinear. 
In summary of numerical methods of analyzing one-dimensional flow, 
the explicit method is the easiest to use, but it may require small 
time steps for stability of the solution. The implicit and Crank­
Nicolson equations form a tridiagonal matrix which can be solved 
rapidly. For nonlinear problems, the Douglas-Jones predictor-corrector 
method described in detail in Remson, et al . (1971) should be used. 
The explicit, implicit, and Crank-Nicolson forms of equation will 
be analyzed for two-dimensional flow situations. The explicit equa­
tion is solved in the same manner as described before, except that the 
iteration process is in both the x and y directions. The solution of 
the explicit equation is easy to calculate, but stability may be a 
problem. Equation [39] can be written as 
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[ 45] 
Solving the coefficient of the hi,j  term equal to zero for t t 
gives 
for stable, converging solutions, Bear (1972) . Hence, as one de­
creases either tx or t Y to improve the accuracy of the solution, the 
maximum time step is decreased resulting in more time steps and more 
computer time per solution. 
Both the implicit and Crank-Nicolson equations consist of five 
unknowns and form matrices with five non-zero diagonals. This type of 
matrix can be decomposed into kl tridiagona 1 rriatrices, where k and 1 
are the number of nodes in the x and y directions, respectively. 
Hence, these methods are very difficult to solve. 
Peaceman and Rachford ( 1955) developed a new method called the 
alternating direction implicit "ADI" which retained the best features 
of the implicit and Crank- icolson methods. The ADI procedure was con­
vergent and unconditionally stable, resulted in a low truncation error, 
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and retained the desirable tridiagonal form of equations for two­
dimensional flow problems. The procedure consists of two time steps. 
During the first step, one space variable is evaluated implicitly 
while the other space variable is evaluated explicitly. The second 
step consists of interchanging the roles of the space variables in 
step one and solving the new set of equations. Each step results in 
a tridiagonal matrix which can be readily solved by the Thomas 
algorithm. The solution of the second set of equations is considered 
the answer for the specified 1:::.t. Although the equations utilized in 
each step result in an unstable solution , alternating between the two 
sets of equations, while 1:::.t is held constant during each applicat ion of 
the ADI method , gives a solution that is stable for all ratios of 
For example , the equation for the first time step is 
ht;+ t ht; n n 
n - h • . 1 - 2h •  + h · ·+1 ]. ' J  i , J 1 , J - 1 , J i , J 





2hi:-t-� n+l h - 1 - + hi+l , j + 
]. - , J 1 , J 
6.
Y2 
and for the second time step is 
h�� hr.i
+� n-+2 n-t-2 n-+2 h - . 1 - 2h - . + h - ·+1  1 , J 1 , J 
= 
l , J - 1 , J 1 , J 
1:::.t. D (9 ) tix2 
[ 48] 
n+l n+l n+l 




Remson, et al. (1971) states that the ADI method uses only four 
percent of the number of computation steps involved in the SOR method 
and only 14 percent of the number of steps used in the Crank-Nicolson 
method. 
In summarizing numerical methods for two-dimensional flow, the 
explicit method is the easiest to solve , but may become unstable unless 
6 t  is held small as indicated by equation [46]. The implicit and 
Crank-Nicolson methods do not result in a tridiagonal form of equations 
and, therefore, are very difficult to solve . The ADI method was de­
veloped to retain the assets of the implicit and Crank-Nicolson 
procedures, and still result in the tridiagonal matrix which can be 
readily solved . As noted in the literature review, Amerman (1969) had 
difficulty solving unsaturated-saturated flow separated by a phreatic 
surface by the ADI method. Current researchers are not apparently in 
agreement on the merits of the ADI method . For example, C . R. Amerman 
has gone back to the SOR method for future publications that the author 
has reviewed . Conversely, G. S. Taylor has recently changed from the 
SOR method to the ADI procedure. Still other researchers are develop­
ing a new finite element method. The discussion of the finite element 
procedure is too involved to present in this thesis. 
Considering the ease of programming the SOR method, the uncer­
tainty of the ADI procedure for mixed flow, and that modern digital 
computers are much faster than those used by previous researchers, the 
safest and easiest method to use in this report is the SOR method. If 
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stability or excessive computer operation time becomes a problem, the 
alternate method of solution would be by the ADI procedure. 
The Model 
The model for the solution of the general flow equation is based 
on an explicit finite difference procedure which is an adaptation of 
the building block approach developed by Vimoke and Taylor (1962) for 
the electrical resistance network analog. The equation defining cur­
rent flow in the network at each grid intersection or node can be used 
to develop finite difference equations to model two-dimensional flow. 
The flow region is defined by a grid or mesh of points called nodes, 
separated from each other by finite differences, called the mesh 
increment. It is assumed that the mesh increments are small enough 
that each rectangle formed between the nodes can be considered to be 
of uniform moisture content and hydraulic conductivity and that they 
are referenced by the upper-left node of the rectangle. The soil is 
assumed to consist of a variable number of parallel horizon layers, 
in which the horizons are of arbitrary thickness. The horizontal mesh 
increments can also be selected arbitrarily except as specified later 
for the nodes adjacent to the drain. 
The boundaries which identify the physical region to be modeled 
are zones of zero potential gradient, hence, no flow occurs across the 
boundaries. These zones of zero gradient result from impervious layers 
and lines of symmetry where the potential is a mirror image on each 
side of a line of syrrm1etry . Boundaries in the model can be set in 
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any configuration to establish the limits of the grid to be analyzed, 
but are usually set along the lines of symmetry established by water 
sources, water sinks, and mid-planes between sources and sinks. The 
vertical boundaries are established by lines of symmetry and the bot­
tom boundary results from an impervious layer. These boundaries are 
est�blished by use of mirror image nod�s to define the condition of 
zero potential loss across the boundary. The boundaries are con­
sidered to be in parallel pairs which define a rectangular flow area. 
The flow region consisting of zones of transient and steady flow 
separated by a moving water table is shown in Figure 4 • . 
The finite difference equation for transient flow can be derived 
by utilizing Figure 5 and the resistance equations [22] and [23]. 
Figure 5 (a) represents four blocks of soil with characteristic flow 
resistivity of r1, r2, r3, and r4. The dimensions of the blocks are 
a, b, c, and d as indicated in Figure 5 (a) . The resistance analog is 
shown in Figure 5 (b) , which results in 5 (c) when the pairs of parallel 
resistances are combined according to equation [23]. The resistivities 
between nodes 1, 2, 3, - 4, and node O are 
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F igure  5 .  Bu ild ing block analog  of  the elec t r ical res is tance ne twork . 
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2ar1r4 
R4 = dr1 + br4 
[ 49d] 
These values can be utilized in a modified form of Kirchhoff's 
law [ 20] where current is permitted to accumulate at the central node, 
such as on a capacitor , which gives 
(a+c) ( b+d )  60 
4 Kt" 
where the potentials ¢i and resistivities Ri are as indicated in 
Figure 5 (c) . The right side of the equation equals the change in 
volume of moisture stored in the four soil blocks given in Figure 
[ 50] 
5 (a) . The term �9 is the fraction of the tota 1 soil volume that con-
ta ins water . Solving equation [ 50] for the new moisture content gives 
[ 51] 
In the computerized form a, b, c, and d from equations [49] and [51] 
are replaced by DHj_1 , D Vi_1 , DHj, and DVi , respectively. The values 
r1, r2 , r3, and r4 are the average of the four node resistance values 
at the corners of the rectangles represented as in Figure 5 (a).  
For the case of steady-state flow, the right side of equation 
[50] equals zero. Solving the resulting equation for ¢0 gives 
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[ 52] 
or in i ,j notation is 
where the n+l superscript in the right side of equation [53] denotes 
using the most recent value. Utilizing new ¢ values as soon as they 
have been computed increases the rate of convergence to the correct 
solution. 
Another method that will greatly improve the rate of convergence 
of the iterative application of equation [53] is to use successive 
over-relaxation, whereby the new potential value is given by 
( n+ 1 ) '  
¢ . . = i , J 
[ 54] 
where Ck<frS:2. An optimum relaxation factor can be determined by Carre' s 
method given on page 202 of Remson, et a 1 .  ( 1971) for a square mesh. 
Otherwise a table of values given in Taylor and Luthin ( 1963) may be 
used. 
A cylindrical source or sink increases the resistance to flow by 
a factor Cc/2 as given by Vimoke and Taylor ( 1962) . The drain resis-
tance, Cct, is given by 




Zo = 128 loglOP + 6. 48 - 2. 34A - 0. 48B - 0. 12c, [ 56] 
where p s/r, s is the square mesh size, r is the drain radius and 
A 
-4 l+0. 405p 
-4 ' l-0. 405p 
1+0 .163p -9 
B =  
1-0. l 63p -9 ' 
1+0 . 067p -12 
C =  





When a cylindrical source or sink occurs at nodes 1, 2, 3, or 4 in 
Figure 5 (c ) ,  the R value for that node determined with equation [49] 
should be replaced by the computed value times cd/2. 
Computational Procedures 
The computer program establishes two-dimensional storage arrays 
corresponding to the grid nodes. Five arrays are used to store the 
current values of water potential (head) H, hydraulic potential PHI, 
resistivity R, moisture content THETA, and a hysteresis code rvc .  
Fixed parameters are also stored in arrays to s��lify the solution 
of several cases. These parameters are the horizontal and vertical 
mesh increments DH & DV, elevation Y, coefficients for the hysteresis 
relationships, and constants for the water content of the soil . 
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The initial values for the head , potential, resistivity, moisture 
content , and hysteresis code are assigned to each node. The potentials 
are defined such that the potential of the row corresponding to the 
soil surface is set equal to the elevation above the drain and the po­
tential at the drain is equal to the drain radius . Initial resistivit 
values are determined from the moisture content versus hydraulic con­
ductivity equations for the saturated moisture content. The equation 
for hydraulic conductivity is 
[ 60] 
and the resistivity is 1/K or 
[ 61] 
conductivity, resistivity, water head, and the C's are coefficients fit 
by least squares regression analysis, respectively . The relationship , 
moisture content versus water potential, is also fit by least squares 
regression analysis to the equation 
e [ 62] 
where e ,  H, and the C' s are the moisture content, head, and coef­
ficients which have different numerical values than in equation [ 60], 
respectively . 
Solution of flow in saturated soil is obtained by solving 
equation [ 53] for each node in a stepwise order beginning with the 
first node in the row irrm1ediately below the soil surface and progres­
sing from left to right. The top boundary is not relaxed because the 
potential of this row must remain equal to the elevation. Also, the 
potential of the drain node is kept equal to the drain radius. This 
procedure is repeated row wise until the flow region is completely 
traversed. The sequence of relaxation of the nodes is indicated in 
F igure 6. At the completion of each traverse, each image boundary 
node potential is set equal to its counterpart within the flow region. 
The traverse is iterated repeatedly and the change in potential at 
every node during two consecutive iterations is computed by 
- k 1 n+l n ERROR - � � I ¢ . . - ¢ . . I • i = 1 j= 1 l ' J l ' J 
63] 
vJhen this value becomes less than some specified value, the SOR process 
is complete and the ¢n+l values are considered the steady-state so-
lution. A limit is also placed on the maximum number of iterations 
that will be performed. 
To initiate the unsaturated flow situation, the potentials of the 
row of nodes above the soil surface are set equal to the potential of 
the row below the surface. A specific tin e interval � t is chosen and, 
beginning ith the row of nodes coinciding with the soil surface, the 
finite difference equation [ 51] is solved for the change in moisture 
content at each node where the head H is less than or equal to zero . 
j=l j=2 j=3 j =4 j=S 
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When all nodes have been traversed, the head checked, and the unsteady 
flow equation has been applied resulting in new 9 values, then new H, 
¢, and R values are calculated and placed in the storage arrays for 
every node where the head was less than or equal to zero. 
The grid is then traversed and all nodes with positive head 
values are iterated as for steady-state flow described above . If the 
potential values of the third row were modified, the descr ibed pro­
cedure is repeated with average ¢ and R values for the time step until 
the¢ value does not change. This is a solution to a new steady-state 
flow region described by new boundaries. By repeating the application 
of the transient followed by steady-state solution, the boundary be­
tween these flow regions keeps moving, resulting in a series of steady­
state solutions which can be interpreted as an unsteady-state solution 
for the total flow region . The iteration-relaxation procedure can be 
terminated when the moisture content of the nodes in the unsaturated 
region reach field capacity or some other limiting value. 
Remson, et al. ( 197 1 ) suggest that 6t be small at the start and be 
increased at a linear rate, such as by: 
where a and b are constants such that a>O and b>O. Small time in­
crements are used at first because too great a change in moisture con­
tent will cause the system to become unstable . As the soil drains 
and the flow rate decreases, longer time increments can be utilized up 
to the established maximum time interval. 
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Evaporation is quite similar to drainage except an incremental 
amount of water is subtracted from the nodes at the soil surface dur­
ing each time period. Equation [50] is still valid for water moving 
in the flow region below the boundary in response to this imposed 
gradient. The amount of evaporation can be determined from the soil 
moisture and the corresponding climatological data or some other 
criteria. 
Hydraulic conductivity is not constant when considering unsatuT-
ated flow since it is a function of the degree of wetness. Hyste esis 
occurs when the soil goes from a drying to a wetting cycle and vice 
versa. As noted in the literature review, the hysteresis is much 
greater in the moisture content to water potential relationship than in 
the moisture content to hydraulic conductivity relationship . Hysteresis 
is assumed for relating moisture content to water potential . Field 
or laboratory data can be used to generate these equations by a least 
squares regression analysis to fit equation [ 60] or [ 62] to the ap­
propriate data. The moisture code MC value is used to determine 
whether drying or rewetting is taking place and for selecting the 
proper set of equations. 
Simulation of infiltration is essentially the reverse of the 
evaporation procedure except that hysteresis occurs, requiring a dif­
ferent set of moisture content to water potential relationships . Also, 
the gradient at the interface is quite large, which implies that the 
time increment should be reduced compared with that for evaporation. 
If infiltration occurs rapidly enough, the surface may become satu­
rated, resulting in saturated flow near the soil surface. 
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The computer program model consists of several subroutines to 
perform specific operations in an iterated sequential order. Although 
many variables are in common among most of the subroutines, the use of 
subroutines has aided greatly in reducing the size of the program and 
in understanding the logic involved in the programmed solution. The 
program subroutines are called INPUT, OOTPUT, FLOW, SAT, UNSAT, NEWH, 
NEWR, NEW!'vC, LINRP, FTABLE, EQPLOT, and PABC. These subroutines are 
controlled by the main program and called either by the main program 
or by each other. 
The INPUT subroutine reads the input data, calculates the drain 
resistivity, initializes all arrays for the solution of saturated flow, 
and calls LINRP to establish the coefficients of the moisture content 
to water potential and hydraulic conductivity to wa ter potential re­
lationships from tabular soils data. This subroutine prints a listing 
of all input data. 
The subroutine OUTPUT writes all output from the computations, 
such as tables of THETA, JvC, R, H, PHI, Q, and WTV, which are the 
moisture content, moisture hysteresis code, resistivity, water poten­
tial (head ) ,  hydraulic potential, flow or tile discharge, and water 
table elevations, respectively . The routine also calls EQPLOT, which 
results in a printer plot of equipotentials in the flow medium. 
In subroutine FLO , the water table elevations, the flow through 
the soil surface, and the discharge from the tile drain are calculated. 
If the soil profile is inclined, the routine computes the discharge 
from each tile drain . 
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The subroutine SAT calculates new potentials for each node in the 
flow region by method of successive over-relaxation. The method is 
based on the building block method of combining network resistances as 
described by Vimoke and Taylor (1962) . The ·boundaries are established 
using image nodes. 
For unsaturated flow, UNSAT subroutine determines new moisture 
content, THETA, values for all nodes where the water potential H is 
less than or equal to zero. After each new THETA value is calculated, 
the moisture code is determined by calling NE ✓f'/C and a new H value is 
computed by calling NEWH. When an iteration has been completed, NEWR 
is called to determine new resistance R values and renew the image 
PHI and H values. 
The subroutine NEWH utilizes the past moisture hysteresis code 
and the moisture content value to compute a new water potential H 
value from the correct wetting, drying, or scanning characteristic 
curve. The water potential is calculated by solving equation [ 62] 
for H. 
In the NEWR subroutine, new hydraulic potentials are computed, the 
values of PHI and H are set for the image nodes, and the resistivity R 
values are calculated for all nodes including the image nodes . The 
value K (9) , based on the resistivity change at each node is used to 
adjust the time increment, DELI, in the main program. 
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The NEWJvC subroutine determines whether the flow is along the 
wetting or drying primary characteristic curves. If the moisture con­
tent trend changes, the flow is along a linear scanning curve until 
the other primary curve is reached . The moisture codes are 1, 2, 3 ,  
and 4 for drying, drying to wetting scanning, wetting, and wetting to 
drying scanning curves, respectively. 
Subroutine L INRP fits a least squares curve of the type given in 
equations [60] and [62] to the soil characteristic data. The curve is 
forced through the first data point assuming it to be the saturated 
value which is usually known. The subroutine calls FTABLE which de­
termines the "F" tabular value for significance of fit of the curve. 
An option of plotting the data and fitted curve can be called by the 
PLOT subroutine from the IBM Scientific Subroutine Library . 
The subroutine EQPLOT determines the equipotential curves for the 
flow region grid by linear interpolation and calls PABC which is a 
printer plot subroutine available at most computer centers or may be 
obtained from the company, Share. The subroutine EQPLOT will plot the 
equipotentials, drains, nodes, and the water table with the standard 
printer . 
The main program' s function is mainly the control of the sub­
routines . Its basic operations consist of calling : INPUT to set the 
initial conditions, SAT to calculate a saturated solution, FLOW to 
determine the flow, and OUTPUT to print the results . The next sequence 
is to set the top boundary and call UNSAT to compute new THETA, H, PHI , 
and R values for nodes where H is less than or equal to zero . After 
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UNSAT has been completed, SAT is called to relax the potentials of the 
nodes where H is greater than zero. This sequence of calling UNSAT and 
SAT is iterated until the top boundary value remains constant, then 
the FLOW and OUTPUT subroutines are called. The time increment is 
modified and the UNSAT-SAT sequence is repeated until a problem so­
lution occurs. 
The first part of the output consists of a complete listing of the 
input data, initialization values, and coefficients of the c 0 i  mois­
ture and conductivity to water potential equations. Output t- m the 
model includes the tables H, PHI ,  THETA , MC, and R values which are- the 
head, potential, moisture content, moisture hysteresis code, and the 
soil resistivity, respectively. Output also includes the flow across 
the upper boundary and through the drains or sources, the water table 
elevation at each vertical column of nodes, and a plot of equipoten­
tials. Incremental time, accumulated time since the onset of un­
saturated flow, accumulated number of iterations, and a measure of the 
completeness of the relaxation process are printed each time the 
moisture content table is printed. The frequency of these printed 
tables is controlled by input parameters. 
Variations of the program can be used to simulate moisture move­
ment in the profile under drainage, infiltration, evaporation, and 
irrigation processes. The procedure can be used to simulate both 
natural and man made moisture movement situations and can be used as 
a design tool to evaluate proposed designs for drainage, irrigation, 
and leach bed systems, etc. An example showing the contrast of time 
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and effort of a n  empirical design based on experimenta l plot results 
and that based on the numerica l simulation model is given in Figure 7 .  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
After developing a model, an important step that should follow 
is the testing of the results of each part of the model or the model 
as a whole. There are two distinct phases of the model, steady -state 
and transient flow. Hence it is logical to assume that a valid test 
of the model is to verify that each phase of the program gives valid 
answers. 
Steady-State Flow 
A comprehensive test of steady-state flow is to compare the flow 
rates and potential distributions for cases of uniform and layered pro­
files with the drain placed at varying depths. Figure 8 shows a com­
parison of the equipotential plots for three drain depths. The solid 
curves are those computed by the model and the dashed curves are those 
found by Burke and Taylor (1965). Although the curves by Burke and 
Taylor were found by numerical methods, their results were within five 
percent of the analytical results by Kirkham (1949). The equipotential 
curves from the model are almost identical with those by Burke and 
Taylor. 
A two-layered soil was modeled for steady-state saturated flow and 
the equipotentials are plotted along with those by Burke and Taylor in 
Figure 9. Again the drain depth was varied. The results of the model 
compare well with those of Burke and Taylor. 
Table 1 is presented to show a comparison of the drain discharge 
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Tab1e · 2. Drainage into a 10.2 cm (4") tile drain spaced at 29.3 
meters ( 96' ) • 
Drain K2 Q* 
Depth Value Kl 
m m2/m 
0 . 61 ( 2' ) Kl 0.60 
1 . 52 (5' ) K1 1 . 10 
2.44 (8') K1 0.98 
0.61 (2 ' ) 0.1K1 0.36 
1 . 52 (5 ' ) 0.1K1 0.13 
2.44 (8') 0 . 1K1 O . l l 
* Model results. 









O . l l 
0 . 10 
in good agreement with that published by Burke and Taylor, thus 
verifying the steady-state portion of the model. 
Transient Flow 
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The test of the unsaturated flow part of the model was conducted 
by using soil characteristic data supplied to the author by Dr . R . R . 
Bruce through personal communication . Graphs of this data have been 
published in Bruce (1972 ). Test data selected were for the B1 horizon 
of the Cecil loamy sand profile . Figures 10 and 11 show the moisture 
content to water potential and hydraulic conductivity per saturated hy­
draulic conductivity to water potential relationships as plotted with a 
Wang 2200 plotting output writer , respectively . These characteristic 
curves could have been plotted, less accurately, by specifying NPLOT 
equal to one in the simulation program . 
The profile selected was eight feet deep with the tile drain 
depth equal to six feet and the spacing equal to fifty feet. A plot 
of the computer model drawdown results is shown in Figure 12 along 
with a plot of the solution of the van Schilfgaarde equation solved 
for m iteratively as suggested by van Schilfgaarde (1974 ) . His 
equation is 
m = [ 65] 
- 1 
Figure 10. Desorption curve relating soil moisture 
content (y axis) to the log10 of the 
absolute value of the water potential, 
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and the variables d, de, f, K, m0 , m, r, s, and t are the depth from 
the tile to the impervious layer, the equivalent depth, the drainable 
porosity, the saturated hydraulic conductivity, the initial and final 
midplane water table elevations above the drain for the time period, 
the drain radius, the drain spacing, and the time period, respectively . 
For the B1 horizon of the Cecil soil, the c1, c2, and c3 values 
in equation [60] were 2 . 006, 4. 712, and 0. 243 and in equation [62] the 
values were 0. 00321, 0. 00483, and 1 . 308, respectively. The computer 
solution exhibited some unstability giving a step shape curve instead 
of the smooth curve one would expect. The steps correspond to the 
location of nodes in the model, which seems to be characteristic of 
a soil with low c1 and c2 values in equation [62]. The drainable por­
osity of the Cecil soil is equal to 0. 105. The dashed curve shown in 
Figure 12 is for the van Schilfgaarde equation using d, r, s, K, and f 
equal to 2, 0. 2083, 50, 1. 701 , and 0. 105, respectively. This curve is 
offset the amount of time required before arawdown in the computer re­
sult occurs because the computer model assumed a horizontal water 
table, whereas the van Schilfgaarde relation assumes an ellipse shaped 
initial water table. 
The simulation for soils described by Taylor and Luthin (1969) had 
values of C1, C2, and c3 in equations [60] and [62] of 0. 1 to 10, 0. 1 
to 10, and 3, respectively. Plots of several characteristic curves in 
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these ranges where A =  1/c1 = 1/c2 are shown in Figure 13. A set of 
soil characteristics was arbitrarily chosen from the center curve; such 
that C1, C2, and C3 were 2 . 0, 2. 0, and 3, respectively. When this soil 
was used in the computer model, the smooth dxawdown curve shown in 
Figure 14 was obtained. The time increment used in this analysis was 
equal to 0. 001 days. Since this type of soil characteristic data are 
similar to data for several soils described in the literature and pro­
duced a smooth drawdown curve, these data were selected for simulation 
of drip irrigation . 
Simulation of Drip Irrigation 
Drip irrigation can be simulated by modifying the moisture content 
values at the soil surface to give the result of a given application of 
water at specific nodes. This is accomplished by determining the in­
crease in moisture content of the surface row of nodes, evaluating 
equation [62] for a new H value associated with the new moisture con­
tent, computing a new value of R with equation [61] using the new H 
value, and solving the unsaturated-saturated sequence in the program as 
described previously. 
Drip irrigation was simulated with the same soil as shown in Figure 
13, A= 0. 5 with a uniform profile of eight-foot depth. A tile drain 
was located six feet deep and at a forty-foot spacing. A typical emitter 
rate was assumed to be constant at 0. 018 gallons per minute, therefore, 
the node spacing on each side of the drip irrigation line was also main­
tained constant at one foot. The irrigation lines, spaced at five feet 
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water potential H, degree of 
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drip irrigation corrm1enced at one-tenth day after drawdown had started 
and continued for 0. 02 of a day when four-tenths of an inch irrigation 
water would have be en applied to replace the daily evapotranspiration 
lo s s es . The drawdown curve is shown in Figure 15. A sequence of water 
table profiles for the situation are shown in Figure 16. 
The results shown in Figure 15 indicate an irrmtediate re spons e  to 
the drip irrigation since the H = 0  value, indicating the water table, 
is computed by linear interpolation. It is not clear whether the tem­
porary water table rece s sion at time equal to 0. 22 days is the sult 
of unstability caused as an aftershock wave from the drip irrigation 
or the approach of a midplane node by the water table. The recession 
curve slope and position following the short period of unstability cor­
responds well with the curve prior to the problem, indicating a s elf­
correcting condition has occurred in the program. 
The water table j ust prior to the irrigation is shown to be a 
smooth curve and that shortly after the application, the water table 
position ris es toward the node s  that received the water application. 
As time progres s ed in the solution, the application effects were dis-
sipated toward the drain. 
Simulation of rainfall 
Simulation of rainfall on the tile drain ed soil may be conducted 
by modification of the data; whereby water is added to all surface 
nodes in proportion to the surface area represented by each node. 
Figure 17 shows the results of modeling rainfall on a complete Cecil 
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Figure 16. A time sequence of water table profiles for a uni­
form soil when the drain depth is six feet and 
spacing is forty feet. Drip irrigation (arrows) 
at the rate of 0. 018 gal lons per minute per emitter 
starts at 0. 1 day with duration of 0. 02 days. 
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layer . These soils data were used for this and the following analysis 
because they were read ily available and represented an actual soil. 
The tile drain was located at the six-foot depth and at a f i fty-foot 
spacing. Again the nodal effect on the water table position for the 
Cecil soil can be readily seen. As the water table continues to re­
cede at a djacent nodes, the line of zero water potential moves away 
from the node and resumes the correct shape . 
The effect of applying three-quarters of an inch of rainfall dis-
tributed over one-eighth of a day, was to stop the water table reces­
sion during the first storm and reduce the water table slope during the 
second rainfall , which started one day after the first rain storm. 
To demonstrate the full capability of the model, the Cecil soil 
profile was inclined four percent and the rainfall rate was doubled 
to one and one-half inch, applied once each day. The rain was started 
one-half day after the unsaturated drainage began, lasted for one­
eighth of a day, and was repeated daily . For this situation the soil 
was layered with variable node spacing and had intermittent rainfall ap­
plication, as in the previous example. The situation shown in Figure 
18 d iffered from the other cases because hysteresis was assumed and 
the soil profile was inclined. It  was assumed that no flow occurred 
across the vertical lines of symmetry, the same as in the horizontal 
case . Although this assumption is not theoret ically correct, the re-
sulting error which occurs prior to drawdown to the tile was assumed to 
be small when the slope was small . The nodal effect is still evident in 
the curves. With this exception, the results are as expected. The re-
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Figure 18. · A time sequence of the water table profiles for a 
Cecil loamy sand profile of eight foot depth with 
tile drains located six feet deep and at a fifty­
foot spacing. A 1. 5 inch rainfall starts at 0. 5 
day for a duration of one-eighth of a day. Dashed 
curve represents the end of rainfall. The soil 
profile is inclined four percent. 
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SUMML\RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The soil moisture for surface applied water on a tile-drained 
profile was modeled by means of a digital computer. The computer model 
is based on the electrical resistance network analog. The computation 
method is the explicit finite difference technique which was solved 
by successive over-relaxation procedure. The computer program, con­
sisting of specialized subroutines, was used to solve saturated steady­
state and transient flow problems. All situations analyzed assumed a 
tile system was located in the soil profile at an arbitrary depth and 
spacing. The soil depth to the impervious layer, thickness and soil 
characteristics of each parallel horizon, profile slope (limited to 
small slopes ) ,  and water application rates are input data. 
The model was used to simulate moisture movement in the soil dur­
ing drip irrigation, intermittent rainfall, and rainfall on an in­
clined soil profile when hysteresis was considered. The program could 
be used to model a soil profile under drainage, infiltration, evapor­
ation, and irrigation processes. The procedure could be used to 
simulate soil moisture movement situations and can be used as a design 
tool to evaluate proposed designs for drainage, irrigation, and leach 
bed systems, etc. 
The results showed an immediate response to drip irrigation and 
rainfall applications. The recession curve was like the exponential 
recession that was expected. The water table receded rapidly above 
the tile drain and drawdown progressed slowly toward the midplane 
boundary in the horizontal profile situations. 
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The model has two serious problems a t its current stage of de­
velopment . The solution becomes unstable if too la rge a time incre­
ment is chosen and, at least for one soil series, delays in wa ter 
ta ble recession occur as the wa ter ta ble approaches a node. 
The first pr oblem is a limita tion of a ll explicit finite d iffer­
ence methods used to solve moisture movement in the soil . Implicit 
methods of solving these problems result in a stable solution, but 
must be solved by matrices methods. The matrices f or two-dimensional 
probl�1s a re dif ficult to solve unless the alternating direction 
implicit method is used which produces two tridiagona l matrices 
which may be solved easily by the Thomas a lgor ithm. 
The second pr oblem may be associa ted with the soil type and not 
the method ,  since smooth water table curves were obta ined for the 
drip irriga t ion exa mple before the irriga tion started. At that time, 
the water table had receded past two rows of nodes above the drain. 
Hence, the future resea rch in the modeling of soil moisture will 
involve investiga ting the ADI method and probably repl a c ing the SAT 
a nd UNSAT subroutines by the equivalent ADI procedure .  Also, other 
situations involving the surface flow and geologic f low should be in­
corpora ted into the program to model rainfall in excess of the in­
f iltra tion ra te and deep percola tion out o f the soil profile. 
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APPENDIX A 
List of Symbols Used in Computer Program 






B ( I , J )  
BCD 














LIST OF SYMBOLS USED IN COMPUTER PR(X;RAM 
Coefficients in the drying equation for soil layers, 
THETA ( H) 
Horizontal heading - bottom of plot output 
= 1 or drain resistivity 
Temporary for DH (l) 
Temporary for DV (l) 
Natural logarithm function 
Coefficients in the wetting equation for soil layers, 
THETA(H) 
= 1 or drain resistivity 
Coefficient in the conductivj ty equation for soil layers, 
R ( H) 
= 1 or drain resistivity 
Lower limit of c3, Level 1 
Lower limit of C3, Level 2 
Trigonometric function 
COS ( PIO) 
Upper limit of c3, Level 1 
Upper limit of c3, Level 2 
Temporary storage for coefficient arrays 
= 1 or drain resistivity 
Change in PHI value at a node 
Change in time or T increment 
Deviation mean square 




DV ( I) 





















Distance horizontally between nodes 
Daily rate of water application at surface nodes 
Thickness of each layer of the soil profile 
Scanning curve intersection with wetting curve 
Subroutine to locate and call plot of equipotentials 
Absolute sum of changes in potential during an iteration 
Exponential library function 
Field capacity theta values for each soil layer 
Lower F value ' 
Upper F value 
1 or 1/2 
F left side of interval 
Subroutine calculates drain outflow 
Float theta value 
Saturated theta (moisture) for each soil layer 
Gamma of A 
Gamma of B 
Gamma of C 
Gamma of E 
Library gamma function 
Finite difference estimate of pressure head, cm or feet 
of H2O 
Left potential value of plotting rectangle 




























Temporary of HA, HD( I) plot page heading 
K - 1 
H - left side of interval 
Horizontal row number 
Sum horizontal space 
Sum of horizontal distance 
Do loop counter for vertical direction 
Integer error code of gamma function 
Integer error code of gamma function 
96 
Unsaturated iteration counter, error code of ganrna function 
Integer error code of gamma function 
Integer to control output of equipotential plot, 1 
Integer output H control, 1 = print H table 
Saturated iteration counter 
Character storage for points to be plotted 
Integer to control output of moisture code, 1 print 
JvC table 
Subroutine to initialize arrays and determine soil 
coefficients 
Integer output phi control, 1 = print PHI table 
Integer to control output of flow, 1 = print flow 
plot 
Integer to control output of resistances, 1 = print R table 
Control for saturated subroutine 
Integer output theta control, 1 = print THETA table 
Integer to control output of water table, 1 = print WTV table 
























Integerized maximum Y coordinate difference 
Integerized Y maximum 
Do loop counter for horizontal direction 
97 
Constant control integer parameters for the drainage system 
Vertical node number at bottom of soil 
Image row number at bottom of grid 
Horizontal node number at the right boundary 
Horizontal column number for right image column 
Vertical node number above lower boundary 
Node to left of right boundary 
Vertical node number at left drain 
Vertical node number at right drain 
Maximum saturated iterations 
Do loop vertical layer counter 
Control parameter 
Subroutine to fit given function to soils data 
Layers of soil data 
Moisture hysteresis code storage array 
Moisture code at I,J (1 = drying , 3 = wetting, 2 = and 
4 = scan curves) 
Number of layers per rectangle plus one 
Number of data points for each characteristic curve 
Card punch unit number 
Plot drain as D if NDRA IN = 1, NDRA IN = 2 plot right drain 
Subroutine to calculate new H values 


























Subroutine to calculate new R values 
Do loop counter in horizontal direction 
Number of segments per layer 
N - 1 
N - 2 
Printer unit number 
Do loop potential line counter 
= 1, plot by library routine 
Card reader urtit number 
Number of points to be plotted with a given character 
Do loop counter in vertical direction 
Ordinate heading of plot 
Subroutine controls output 
Constant control floating point parameters 
PHI (I,J) values at end of previous time step 
Mesh size at drain/drain radius 
Used in calculating drain resistivity 
Used in calculating drain resistivity 
Used in calculating drain resistivity 
Drain resistivity 
Hydraulic potential 
Sets up p lot, headings, scales, etc. 




PlO Radians of soil slope 
PR Sum of probability 
PRl Lower probability limit, level 1 
PR2 Probability of level 2 
PlR Temporary of PRl 
P2R Temporary of PR2 
Q(J) Flow rate array 











out left ' drain per unit length 
in resistance left of drain 
out right drain per unit length 
in resistance right of drain 
in resistance above drain 
R( I,J) Hydraulic resistance values of the soil 
RO( I, J )  R { I, J) values at end of previous time step 
Rl Top arm of the resistance network star 
R2 Right arm of the resistance network star 
R3 Bottom arm of the resistance network star 
R4 Left arm of the resistance network star 
REGMS Regression mean square 
REGSS Regression sum of squares 
RESID Residual 
RESID2 Residual squared 
SAT Subroutine calculates saturated potentials 

















TO ( I , J )  
Tl 
T2 
TEST ( I) 
Trigonometric function 
Sine of land slope 
Library square root routine 
Sum of squares of u 
Sum of squares of u * V 
Sum of squares of V 
Sum of squares of y 
Sum of u 
Total sum of elapsed time of flow since saturation 
Sum U squared 
Sum U * V 
Sum of V 
Sum of V squared 
Sum of y 
Sum of y squared 
THETA ( I, J) values at end of previous time step 
T value (lower limit) 
T value (upper limit) 
Array to store NS, *, and ** 






Temporary THETA value 
T left side of interval 
Y transformed 

















XX (I, J) 









YY ( I, J) 
Upper potential value of plotting rectangle 
Lower potential value of plotting rectangle 
Vertical column number 
Vertical expansion factor in EQPLOT 
Value left side of rectangle. 
DV ( I) * HK/HL 
Sum vertical space 
Sum of vertical distance 
10 1 
Vertical height of water table above left dr
ain centerline 
X coordinate for plotting the water table poin
ts 
Water table elevation in Y direction 
Horizontal distance from left drain 
Maximum horizontal scale va lue 
Minimum horizontal scale value 
Node horizontal distance 
Elevation head above center of left drai
n, also used Y ( I) 
Elevation of drain 
Y difference for plot 
Estimate of Y 
Y left side of interval 
Y at middle of integrated zone 
Maximum vertical scale value of plot 
Minimum vertical scale value of plot 




Computer Model So i l  Profile  
F igure 1 .  Typica l c omputer mode l  s o i l prof i l e  c ompl ete 
with parameters . 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
S I MU L A T I 8N G F  T � O  C I M E N S I O N � L S A T UR A T E D  A ND �N SA T UR A T E D  O R A i AGE  C 
O P r I ON A L  k A T t �  � P� L I C A T I ON A T  T H t  SO I L  S UR F AC t  
C O M P U T E R  I N P U T / OU T P U T  NUM� E R S  
�c C A K D  P u � C H  U N I T  N U M B E R  
NK = C A R C  K L A D E R  UN I T  N UM B E R  
N P  P � l N T t K U I f  N UM B E R  
C E S C K I P T I O N O F  P AR A V. E T E R S  
t<. (  I )  = N O . l � O u c S ,  N O . J N J U E: S ,  I L t: F T D R A I N , 1 R t S H T  O H.A l , M A X .  
S A T  U ,{ ,\ T t: D I T !:: � A T I O 'If S , c E G t , U "IJ S A T • P R  I N T , P R  l T 1 NT E R V  AL , 
t: N D  J f- U N � A T . P R I N T ,  co:H R OL D E L  T T  C H A ,  G t , K l  1 0 )  = NODE  A T  
T ..- c  f l.J P G F  T ! 1 ::  U ,  l f Q .{ j" S O I L  L A YE R ,  l\. ( L l )  = 0 - iU: A O  A ,  8 ,  
A N D  C CO l:: F F I C I E : 1 5 5 l l-J E: t- I E L LJ  O K = l - C O � P U T t A , D ,  ANO C 
C U E F � l C l t N T S  F R O� L A Y t R D � T A  � y  L I NK P  S U o R OU T I �E ,  U N S A T . 
l T E K � l l ON S  F C K S T E � DY S T A T E , � ( 2 1 ) - K ( 2 8 )  U S E  l F OR OU T PU T  
T A B L t S  IJ �  T l-1 E T A ,  MC , R ,  H ,  P H I , 0 ,  � T V ,  A ,  D i Q P L O T .  
A ( ! , J )  = C 0 t t- F I C I E N T 5  I �  T H : D R Y I NG i Q U A f l O I ( T H E T A  V S  H )  F O R  E AC H  
S C  I L  L ,\ Y c_ r{ .  T H E  l , ( I , J ) = A ( I , l ) / ( H ( I , J I * * A l  l , 3 )  + A ( 1 , 2 l ) • 
8 ( 1 , J )  = C Uc F F I C l l: � T S  I N  T H _  W E T T I N G E O U A T l U ( T H E T A  V S  H )  Of E AC H  
S U I L  L A Y E rl . T H E l A ( l , J )  = B ( l , l > / l H ( l , J l * * tH I , 3 )  + 8 ( 1 , 2 ) ) . 
C ( l , J )  = C O U· F I C I Hc T S I N  TH� C O  O UC T I V I T Y t:: C. UA T l ON l R  \I S  H )  OF T HE 
S O I L  L A Y t: R S .  K ( l , J I  = C C I , 4 ) * A B S ( H ( ( , J ) ) * �C l l , 3 )  + C ( l , 5 ) . 
0 ( 1 )  = T E � P J R A R Y  S f G r{ A G E  FO , �  CO E f f l C I E N T A R K A Y S A ( l , J ) , 6 ( 1 , J ) , 
Ai D C ( I ,  J ) • 
t C I )  T H E T A /  f H E T �  S A f .  SC A � N l NG C UR V E  I N T c R S f C T I O N h [ TH THE 
w E: T T P1 < ;  r. t ,R V r: F n R F I\ C U  0 . 1 T N T E R S c C T I ON 1-J I T H D l"' Y [ Nh C I HW E . 
F (  I )  F l E L l  C A ? ,  C I T Y T H l::: T A  V�L U E S  F OR E AC H  S O I L  L A Y E R  • 
·G (  I )  S A T U � A T UJ T H c: T A ( MO l � T UR !: l F U R  E A CH SO I L  L A YE R  
G H ( I )  = G l S T A , C I:  HO "' I Z O i� T A L L Y B t f � E t '  T H E  N ODE S . 
OV ( 1 )  = T H I C K t S S  G t- l:!, C H  L.\ Y E r{  O F  T H t S O I L  P R O f- l L E • 
P l l )  = O K A l �  K AU l U S ,  P U N O E O  T H I C K N E S S ,  S A T .  O V E K R E L A XA T I ON C O N S T . ,  
S A T . E K R J K  L I  H T ,  O R � I N  R E S I S T I V I T Y ,  M l  • L I M I T O F  PH ( 
u l t- F t: ;{ E NC L , I ;  I T I A L ::> E L T T , R. 1: 0UC T I O N Of O E L T T ,  P E R C E N T  R 
C H A N i, t S  T U  S t: T  K l Y l , I NC L I N A T I O  A G L E I N  R A D I A N S , 1-' ( l U  = 
L I M I T  O F  P h l E K R U K  A f  T H E  SO I L  S UR F A C E , v l: X P  I c O P L O T , 
l:H. G l \ t I NG O F  O R ( J )  H E R.  A P P L I C A T I O � , D U R A T I O N OF WA T E R 
A .-, t> L l C A T L GN ,  A , 0 C Y C U:. T l � E Ot-= W A TE R A P P L l C I\ T l ON . 
R ( I , J )  = H Y 0 K AUL I C  k E � l S T A NC t VA L U E S OF E AC H  S O I L  L A Y E R . 
O R ( I )  = �UuL W A l E R A P P L l C A T I O, !{ A T E  l N  L * * 3 / T .  
. . .  - . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
� I � t. :  S l (J N P t  I I (3 0 , 3 0 ) , H ( 3 0 , 3 ,J ) , T H E  T A  ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , H ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , fol, C l 3 0 , 3 0 ) , Y ( 3 0 
l , 3 O } , Q ( 3 0 l , � ( 30 ) , .\ ( 3 0 ,  5 ) , D ( 3 0 ,  5 ) , C ( 3 0 ,  5 ) , 0 ( 5 )  , E C 3 0 )  , F ( 3 0 ) , G ( 30 ) , OH 
2 ( 3 0 ) , uV ( 3 0 ) , P ( 30 ) , W T Y ( 3 0 1 , w T V ( 3 0 ) , Q L ( 4 ) , QR ( 4 ) , P 0 ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , T 0 ( 3 0 , 3 0 )  
J , R u <  3u , J u ) , L- R l 3 0 > 
COM�ON K A , K. u , K C , K D , � E , K F , K G , KH , � I , ? H l , H , THE T A , R , M C , Y , Q , K , A , B , C , O , E 
l , F , � , Drl , D V , � , C , ' R , N P , I K , E R� O , I : , D E L T , S UM T , W T Y , W T V , � L , W � , P O , T O , RO 
2 , UR 
NR = 5  
, P = 6  
C = 7 
C A L L  l P U T  
C A L L  S A f ( 0 ) 
'- L l l ) = O .  
C� ( l ) = O .  
C A L L  F L O W  ( 0 )  
P H  I ( K H ,  l )  = P l-1 l ( K U ,  3 )  
P H l ( K. B , K 0 ) -= 1-' H l ( l{ l) , K F ) 
00 l J =  l ,  . 0 
PH I { l ,  J ) = P H  l ( 3 ,  J ) 
no l l = l '  K B  
M C  l I ,  J l = l 
T H E J  A (  I , J  ) = G (  I )  
t- ( l , J ) = PH I  l I , J l - Y  { I , J J 
H ( l , l > = H ( l , J )  
H (  1 , K U ) = H (  I , K f ) 
H ( l , J ) = H l 3 , J ) 
1 H ( � � , J ) = H ( KE , J l  
I C = v  
S U M r =O .  
0 1: L T = P ( 7 )  
C A L L  OU T PU T  ( 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) 
9 OU 2 [ = 1 , K B 
L;O 2. J = l ,  K lJ 
T O { I , J ) = T H t J A (  I , J )  
P O  ( l , J )  = t' H  l ( l , J )  
2 K O ( I , J ) = R ( l , J ) 
s u rJ, r = S U M T  +OE  L T  
I C = I C + L  
K J = K ( l 2 )  
CU 4 l = l ,  KJ  
P f' =O . 
DO 3 J = l , K D  
P P = P �+ A ti S ( � H l ( l , J ) - P H 1 ( 3 , J ) ) 
3 P H I ( l , J ) = P H I ( 3 , J ) 
C A L L  U � S A T  l L l >  
C A L L  S J\ T  ( l )  
I F ( P P . L E . P ( l l ) * K U . AN O . I C  N E . O ) GO T O  5 
4 C OI\ T WU t:  
5 C A L L  F L O .;  l l )  
1 F ( I C / K l 7 l ., � E . l . * I C /  ( 7 ) . 0 R . I C . L T . K ( b ) ) G O  T O  b 
C A L L  OU T PU T  ( K ( 2 1 ) , K ( 2 2 ) , K ( ? J ) , K ( 2 4 ) , K ( 2 5 ) , K ( 2 6 ) , K ( 2 7 ) , K ( 2 8 ) ) 
6 l f ( � ( 9 ) . G f . 0 ) D L L T = D E L T * P ( 8 ) 
I F C � ( 9 ) . L E . O ) O t L T = U E L T * ( l / ? ( 8 ) ) 
I F (  1 c . E 1,J . K. ( t ) )  _;o T O  <J 9 9  
I F ( � U,.. T . G E . P ( l 3 ) -+ P ( l 4 ) ) P ( l J ) = P ( l 3 ) � P ( l 'j ) 
[ F  ( S uM T + . O O O l . L T . P ( l 3 ) ) GO T O  7 
DO t> J = l , K C  
T H t: T  ,H 2 ,  J l -=  T H t  T A  ( 2 ,  J )  +OK ( J )  * O E L  T * 4 . / ( ( O H  ( J - l )  + O H ( J ) ) • O V  ( 2 )  ) 
( F ( T h E T A ( 2 , J ) . G T . G ( 2 ) ) T HE T A ( 2 , J ) =G C 2 )  
C A L L  N E W MC l 2 , J , r 0 ( 2 , J ) ) 
8 C A L L N E:- \.. H  ( .!. , J .) 
C A L L  E h R  ( L l )  
7 1 F (' L 1 . 1  E . O . J l{ . I C / K ( 7 ) . N E . l . * I C / K ( 7 ) ) G O  TO 9 
� -l 9  C A L L  UU T l' U T  ( l , l , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )  
S T O P  
E N D  
106 
107 
� U L, .,_ CJiJ T l ! � E:  I •'I P U T 
0 I M L  :� s 1 n .-. P ti l ( 3 J , 3 0  > , H ( 3 0 , 3 () ) , T H E. T A  ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , I{ ( 3 0 ,  3 0 )  , l".C ( 3 0 ,  3 0 ) , Y C 3 0  
I , 3 J )  , � ( .h,; ) , id 3 0 ) , A ( .3 0 , :, )  , Ed .h" S )  , C ( 3 J , 5 )  , D ( '.:> )  , !: I .3 0 ) , F ( 3 J ) , G ( 3 0 ) , U rl  
2 ( J O  ) , [; V ( J u  ) , ;:, ( 3 (l l , r. r Y ( J O  I , .,._ f -./ { J I.J ) , (; L ( '• ) , 1,1 K C 4 ) , P O ( J Q , 3 0 ) , T O  C .3 0 , 3 0 ) 
.3 ,  �. ,) ( JC , J O ) ,  U K  ( "3 (: ) 
C O M !·, 0 \I r< l\ , :< 1. , KC , i� D , '"' : , " F  , K G , t<. ti , ,<. I , P � i I , H , T H  E r A , I{ , :-'\ C , f , ,J , t.... , A , B , C , D , E 
l , F , :� , DH , UV , i> , :11 C ,  i'. R , N i> , l K ,  E kt{ G R , I t: , 0 E L  T , S U �1 T  , \./ T Y ,  w r V ,  Q L , ("J R , P O , T O ,  R O  
2 , 1.J R 
R t:  AL ( '-' R , l ) t<. 
1 F O .<. :-1 A I t l l.) I 7 )  
K A = ld l )  
"' i-> = "  ( l )  + l 
K C = h. ( L l  
� U = t� ( 2 )  + l 
K [ = l- d l ) - l 
td- = K. ( 2 ) - l  
K G = t<. ( 3 )  
K h = r<. ( 4 )  
h. l = l', ( '.:> I  
� l:. A U ( : >i R. , 2 ) O H , l.J ✓ , L: , F , G , P , DR 
2 F D ,<. r· , :\ l ( l C, F  7 e ,  l 
P l = U V ( K G J / P (  l )  
P 2 = l l . + • '• U ':> * .i l * * I - 4 ) ) / ( l . - . 4 u 5 * P l * * l - 4 ) ) 
P J = ( L . + . U J .l � f-' 2 * * ( - P. l ) / l  1 . - . i 6 J * P 2 * * ( - 8 ) ) 
P 4 = l  l . + . ll 6 7 =<: P J * >:• ; - 1 2 l  ) / (  l . - . LJ 6 7 * t-' 3 * * l - l 2 ) )  
1' � = b 0 . * 1 1 L O G (  P l  l - 1.. . 3 4 * P Z - . 4 c * P 3 - .  l 2 * P 4 + 6 . 4 8  
�") ( '.'> > = e • * I-' ':> I ( L 2 J .  �' J .  l '• L '.:> 'J l 
� I . � f> l �> = \ l ,--. ( 1' ( l n )  ) 
C O S � i O = C O S ( � ( l O > ) 
V S = - UV ( K. ti )  
D O  v l 0 I = l , I, 6 
V S =  \I S +  DV ( " � . - l + l )  
0 1 0 Y ( K t - 1 + 1 , 2 ) = \i S * C lJ S P l O  
't O = Y ( K G , ,:'. >  
U O  J 2 0  l = l , t\ G  
Y ( l , 2 ) = Y ( l , l ) - Y O  
H S = - t""..; h ( l ) 
uO u 2 O J = l , r, u  
l f ( .J • G l • l ) HS = H S +  U H  ( J - l ) 
1 1  ( l , J ) = 0 • (.) 
Y t  l , J ) = Y (  I , � ) + H � * S I N P l O  
P h  I I I ,  J )  = Y  ( l ,  J )  + P  ( 2 )  
0 2 0  n= c 1 . :.; r . 2 )  t-> H l ( l
0
, J ) = P H I U , J ) / 2 . 0  
P h l { K <, ,  l J ..: P (  l )  
l t- ( P ( l O )  • �� t. . 0 . ) r- '  1 1  I ( K H , K C ) = I' ( l )  + Y ( K H , X C ) 
L S = " l l O )  
ULJ �. d J  l = l , J v 
00 C .J O J = l , '.:>  
t d I , J l = O . 
!:3 l l , J > = O . 
U .h) C C ( , J ) = O .  
1 F ( K ( l 1 ) • l CJ • u ) ,, t A [J ( 'I R  , l 4 ) ( ( A ( I , J ) , J = l , 5 l , 1 = l , L S ) , ( ( 8 ( 1 , J ) , J = l , 5 ) 
l , l = L t L S ) , ( ( � ( I , J ) , J = l , 5 ) , 1 = 1 , L S ) 
1 4  � u � � A f ( S ( l � � l j . o ) ) 
i F ( K. ( l l ) . F O . ..  d _; o  r o  0 4 u 
C R t: A U b C l1 J'\ 1{ J'. C T [ 1< A f. ( :\ U ql.J t�B t: �  O F  .J D S t! R V A T l :J l S  ( A 4 � A 2 , 1 5 )  
C :-< c ,\ j i.J ,\ 1 A C A  i{ 0 5 r O '< I T H  L ..\ Y E  � , Y l I ) , X ( I ) , ( 2 r l O • 0 ) 
UO 0 '..> 0 l = l , L S  
C A L L  L l f � t-: P  ( f i , I , . 0 1 , . 0 5 , N R , f  P , r C J  
UL.i O S U J ..: L , '...1  
O S O  A '. l , J ) = U ( J ) 
C K t A �  6 C H � R � C T � �  N A � E  A � U  NU � B E �  O F  0 8 S � K V A T I O N S  ( � 4 , A 2 , l 5 )  
C 1-'. t A u  '\ D A T A  � A R U S  F u �  I f H  L :.. Y E � , Y ( l ) , X ( l l ,  ( 2 F l O . O )  
u u  U 6 0  l = l , L �  
CA L L  L I N R P  ( u , I , . 0 1 , . 0 5 , NR , N P , N: ) 
DtJ u 6 0  J -=  l ,  :> 
0 6 0  fl ( l , J ) = l) ( J )  
C R f: H l..  b L rl A K I\ L T t: {  '! A � t:  A '-' U  a'I U !·'. B c: �  O F  O B S c R V A f l Q ;-1 5 ( A 4 , A 2 , I S )  
C K c A U � l) .l\ f A  C -\ R D 5 F u :i I T : i  L :, Y i: i{ ,  Y l i l , X ( l J , l i t- 1 0 . 0 ) 
DO 0 7 0 1 = 1 , L S  
C 1-\ L L  L I N I{  I-' ( C , I , • U l , . J :.; ,  i-. R , N P  , . t C ) 
LJO u 70 J = l ,  S 
G 7 0  C ( l , J ) = D ( J )  
0 4 0  uu u �o l = L S , � B  
O U  J l: W  J = l  , S  
/\ ( l , J ) = J\ ( L S , J ) 
D C  I , J ) = S ( L 5 , J )  
O b O  C ( l , J ) = C ( L S , J J  
O u  � 9 0  I =  l ,  <. 6 
l.JU 0 9 0  J = l , "- U  
1 {0  ( I , J l -= � C 1 , 5 J 
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0 9 0  K ( t , J l = C ( l , � J  
..-; R l r t l N P  , 1 ) l l , ,  ( I ) , D H  ( l ) , D V  ( I ) , [ t I ) , F ( I ) , � ( I ) , P l I l , R ( l , l )  , D R  ( I ) , 
l 1 = l , JO ) 
3 f- C.: K ,., � T ( ' l ' , :> X , l I l 1 , 4 X , 4 � I r-. ( I ) , 3 X , � H O  H l l ) , 3 X , 5 H D  V l I l , 4 X. , 4 H i..  l 1 ) , 4 X , 4 l-1 F 
l ( I l , 4 A , 4 I-· G ( l ) , 1-t >-. , 4 H iJ ( l ) , '- X , 6 t- r{ ( l , l l , 3 X , S HO ( I ) , J O ( / / 2 l 8 , 8 f 8 • 4 ) ) 
t<I K  l I L ( i'l iJ , 4 )  l l ,  [j .j ( I l , ( � l l ,  J ) , J = l ,  '> ) , 1 - l ,  3 0 ) 
1t 1- u k ; : .4 T [ 1 1 H , i -{ Y I ' , 2 A , 5 H ' , J ( l ) ,  i X , 6 >l A ( l , � l ,  7 ": , 0 n A ( T , ,t l , l X , 6 1-fA ( I , �  
� l , 7 X ,  6 1  I .� ( I ,  ii )  , 7 X ,  t., H ,'". { I , � l , J O  ( / / I  H ,  C ? ;  7 .  J ,  '.J � L P L 1 3 .  5 l ) ) 
w 1{ ( r [ ( i\J p ' :> ) ( l ' lJ ✓ ( I ) t ( I.) ( I ' J ) , J = l , 5 ) ' I -= l ' 3 0 ) 
:, f- U R i·, /U" ( ' l H 11 L I l ' , l X , � H u v' ( I ) ,  7 X , uH o { l , l > , 7 X , 6 H t H I , 2 ) ,  7 )( , 6 H B ( l , j  
L )  , / X ,  6 h n  ( I ,  4 ) ,  f X ,  t; H o  ( i , j ) ,  .;O ( / / I  U ,  01' I- 7 .  3 ,  5 ( l P E  1 3 . 5 )  ) ) 
,.. r{  I r E:: ( P ,  6 )  ( I , D .' ( 1 ) , l C l  l , J > , J = l ,  'i )  , I =  l ,  3 0 ) 
6 f O i{ i•, /� r ( ' l C l)� l.J • l ' , 2 X , 5 I 1 i ;  V C I ) , 7 X , & I- C ( I , l ) , 7 X , 6 H C ( I , 2 ) , 7 ,_ , 6 H C ( I , 3 
1 ) , l X ,  b 1 1  C ( 1 , '1 ) , / X ,  t I h. .. ( l , S ) , j u  ( / / I  8 , 0P F 7 • .:> , � ( 1 1' i: l 3 .  � ) ) ) 
I H ( L> IH l ) . N .:: . U H U ) ) . J K . ( J� ( K r ) . ' t . U l ( K C ) ) )  G O  T u  1 0 0 
I f- ( [ 0 V ( l ) • iJ L • lJ V ( L ) )  • l.J 1{ • I D V ( '" � ) • I L • u V l :< A ) ) ) L, 0 T O l O lJ 
I F  ( ( LJ l/ ( K C;- l ) . • 1 E . U v ( K f. )  I . Q I{ . (  LJ ✓ ( K G ) . '-J c . O H ( 2 )  I )  , ;o  T O  1 0 0 
I F  ( ( ( OV ( I\. H - l ) • :>J .: • D\f ( K. H )  ) • l.)l{ • ( U V ( K H )  • i·� = • D H  ( K F l l ) • A r  l D . I P  ( l O )  • W: . L) .  ) ) 
l GO- T U  l OO 
l f- ( ( K G • ., t: . Z ) . A NlJ . ( K G . L E . K A ) . ��W . ( K H . G E . 2 ) . A , D .  { K H . L t . K A ) ) K E T U fU J  
1 .0 0  v,k. l f f::  L>J t> , 7 > 
7 f O R ,": A T  7 X , ' M t: 5 H . N O T  S O U � k E  A r  T H E D � A [ N  0 �  u R A I N  Q i) E  { l�C lJ R R E C T ' ) 
� T O P  
em 
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S U B R OU T I NE J U T PU T  ( I T H E T A , l � C , I R , I H , 1 P H l , I Q , l W T , I E O P L T )  
D I M E "-1 S I CJN P t i l ( J u , 3 0 ) , H ( 3 U , 3 0 ) , T rl t: T A ( 3 0 , J O )  , R ( 3 0 , J O )  , M C C J 0 , 30 )  , Y ( 3 0 
l , JO ) , C I 3 C ) , < ( 3 0 ) , A ( 3 0 ,  � ) , U ( 3 0 ,  5 ) , C ( 3 0 , 5 ) , D ( 5 ) , E I 3 0 > , F ( 3 0 I , G ( 3 0 ) , OH 
2 ( 3 0 ) , uV ( 3 0 ) , P ( 3 0 ) , W f Y ( 3 0 ) , W f V ( 3 0 ) , Q L ( 4 ) , CR ( 4 ) , P 0 ( 3 0 , 3 J ) , T O l 3 0 , 3 0 )  
3 , R u ( J J , 3 0 ) , U K ( 3 u )  
C O MhON K A , K � r K C , K D , K E , K F , K G , K H , K l , P H l , H , TH E TA , R , MC , Y , C , K , A , B , C , O , E  
l , F , G , DH , 0 V , f' , N C  , N i{  , N P  , I K , E R K  OK , I C , D E  L T , S UM T , W T Y , W T V , <;; L , !J K , PO , r O , .RO. 
2 , DR 
I F ( l TH E l A . E •� . O ) GO T O  O l u  
W R i l E ( N P , l ) I C , U t L T , � UM T , C J , J = l , K O )  
l F U R 1"l A T ( l H l , '  A F T E R C HA N G l :'-JG � A T l: R  C O N T E N T S '  , 1 4 , '  T I M E S , D E L T I S '  
l , F 7 . 4 , ' AND  S U M T  = 1 , F tl . 4 / / ' NUDE  � O I S T U R E  C ON T E N T ' / / ( [ 1 1 , 1 3 1 8 ) ) 
CO l CJ O  I =  l , K B  
1 0 0 W R I T E ( N P , 2 ) 1 , ( T H L T A ( l , J ) , J = l , K D ) 
2 F OR � A T ( / I 3 , / X , 1 4 f 8 . 4 / ( 5 X , 1 4f 8 . 4 ) ) 
0 1 0 I F ( I � C . E � . u l  GO T O  0 2 0  
W K [ T E ( N P , J ) ( J , J = l , K O )  
3 F O R M A T ( l � l / / 1 � � N O O E  M O I S T UR �  C O D E / / ( 1 1 1 , 1 3 1 8 ) ) 
DO .;2 0 0 l = l , ;<. £3  
2 0 0  "'R l T E ( r� P , 4 ) I ,  ( �C (  1 , J )  , J = l , KU J  
4 F O R r•; A T  ( / 1 3 ,  l 4 I 8 /  ( 3 X , l 4 I 8 ) t 
0 2 0  I f ( I R . E C . O ) GO r u  O JO 
W R I T E ( N P , � ) ( J , J = l , K O ) 
5 F OK M A T ( l � l / / l 9 H N O D E  � E S I S T I V l T I E S / / ( 1 1 1 , 1 3 1 8 ) ) 
0 0  3 0 0 l = l , K B 
3 0 0  W R i l E ( N P , 2 ) 1 , ( R ( I , J ) , J = l , K O I 
0 3 0 I F ( l H . E � . O ) G O  T O  0 4 0  
WK I T E ( N P , 6 ) ( J , J = l , K O ) 
6 F- G R r-- A f ( l t-i l / / l b H N O G E  W A T ER H E A D  / / ( 1 1 1 , 1 3 1 8 ) )  
· OU 4 0 0  1 = 1 , ( 8 
4 0 0  W R I T E: ( N P , 2 ) 1 , ( H ( l , J ) , J = l , K D J  
0 4 0 I F ( I P H  l • E C  • ,:,, ) G U  T O  O 5 0 
W K  l l E ( N P ,  7 I l K ,  E R � O R. , ( J ,  J = 1 ,  I'.. D )  
7 F O R � A f ( 9 H l  A F T t R , 1 5 , 3 7 H S A T UR A T E D l T E R A T I ON S  T H E  E R R O R  1 S  = ,  
l f 8 . 3 / / l 5 H N J D E  P O T E � T I AL / / ( 1 1 1 , 1 3 1 8 ) ) 
DO � c o  I = l , K B  
5 00 W R I T E ( N P , 2  J I ,  ( P H I ( I , J )  , J = l , K O )  
0 5 0  I F ( l � . E � - 0 ) G O  r o  0 6 0  
WK I T E ( N P , 8 )  � ( l ) � ( J , J = 2 , KC )  
8 F O K M A T ( / 4 X , ' T O T � L A t.;Q F L OW T HiW T O P ' , F 8 . 3 , ' l l * * 3 / T ) 1 / / ( I l l , 1 3 l 8 ) J 
W K I T E ( N P , 2 ) C I , ( = 2 , 2 ) , ( W ( J ) , J = 2 , K C ) 
W R 1 f £ ( N ., , 9 )  t;; L ( l ) , CJ L ! 2 ) , S mH , (J L ( 3 )  
'l F OR M A T ( / 4 X , ' l ( U: f- L O W  = ' , F 8 . 3 , ' l l * * 3 / T ) ' / 4 X , ' F L O W  O U IU N G D E L T  = '  
1 , f d . 3 , ' ( L * ¢ 3 ) 1 / 4 X , ' 0U K I N G S UM T  = ' , F 8.. 3 , ' T t-: t  T G T A L  F L 0 .-1  -= ' , f 8 . 3 )  
I F1 ( P ( l v ) . N , . • u . ) . AN D . ( l lJ . N E . 0 ) ) W R I T E ( N P , 9 )  Q R ( l ) , 0 � ( 2 ) , S UM r , O R ( 3 J  
O 6 0 I F  ( I 1rl T • E C.  • 0 ) GO T O  O 7 0 
� R I T t ( N P , l l ) ( J , J = 2 , K C )  
l l  F 0 1H, A T l / 4 X , ' w A T E K  T A B L E  D E P T H  I N  T H E:  1./ D I R E C T  I O , �  ( L )  1 / / ( 1 1 1 . 1 3 1 8 ) ) 
W K I T E ( N P , 2 ) I � T , ( W T V ( J ) , J = 2 , KC )  
O 7 0 1 F ( l E C.,  P L T • El,. • 0 ) GO T O  O t3 0 
C A L L l:: Q P L O T ( K A , t<. C , KG , K H , D V , DH , P ( 1 0 )  , P H I  , P ( 2 )  , P (  1 2 ) ,  ( W T , W T Y ) 
0 8 0  K E T U KN 
E N D  
no 
SuaROU T I N E r L O�  ( I S A T ) 
e I �L NS I UN P H I ( 30 , 3 0 ) , H ( 3 0 , 3V ) , T H E T A ( J 0 , 3 0 ) , R ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , �C ( J 0 , 3 0 } , V ( 3 0 
l , 3 u ) , C; ( 3 � ) , " ( JO  I , A l  3 0 ,  5 ) , 8 ( -; 0 ,  5 ) , C ( .3 0 , 5 ) , D I 5 ) , ( ( 3 0 ) , F ( 3 0 ) , G ( 3 0 ) , OH 
2 ( 3 0 l , UV ( 30 ) , P ( 30 ) , W T Y ( .3 0 ) , W f V ( 3 0 ) , 0L ( 4 ) , 0R ( 4 ) , P 0 ( 3 0 , 3 0 l , T O ( J 0 , 30 
3 , R O  ( 3 0 , 3 0 l , 0 1t I 3 0 ) 
C O  ;1, I" G :  J I\ '-' , K � , KC  , K O  , K E , K F , K G  , K H , K 1 • PH I , H , f H E  T A , R , t1 C , Y , C , K , A , 8 , C , 0 , E 
l ,  F '  G ' DH '  CV ' t' , NC , r R ' ! J P ' [ K ' E R� U R , l C ' D E L  r ,  s UH T ,  w T y , w T V '  c.; L .  Ci R ,  P O ' r o , RO  
2 , 0R 
DO 1 J = 2 , K C  
0 0  2 1 = 2 , K A 
l f ( h ( l , J ) ) 2 , 3 , 4  
3 n T Y ( J ) = Y ( 2 , J ) - Y ( l , J )  
GO T O  l 
4 I F ( h ( l - 1 , J )  .. G T . O . ) GO T O  2 
w T Y ( J ) = Y ( 2 , J ) - Y ( l - l , J l + H ( I - L , J ) / ( H ( l - l , J ) - H l l , J ) ) * ( Y ( l - l , J l - Y ( I , J ) 
l )  
GO  T O  l 
2 C ON T I NU E  
l w TV ( J ) = W f Y ( J l / Cu S ( P ( l O ) ) 
C ( l l = O .  
DO S J = 2 , K C 
F O H = l e O O  
l F ( J . t Q . 2 . 0 � . J . C W . K C ) F D H = O . � 
H A 3 = ( � ( � , J ) + R O ( c , J ) + R ( 2 , J + l ) +K 0 ( 2 , J + l ) + R ( 3 , J + l ) + R0 l 3 , J + l ) + K ( 3 , J l + R  
1 0 ( 3 , J ) ) / 8 .  
� A 4 = ( K ( l , J - l  ) + R O l 2 , J - l l + R ( 2 , J ) + R 0 ( 2 , J ) + R l 3 , J ) + R 0 ( 3 , J ) + R C 3 , J - l ) + R O ( 
l 3 '  J - l )  ) / u .  
R 3 = � • * C V ( 2 ) * R A 3* K A 4 / ( 0H ( J - l ) * R A 3 +0 H ( J ) * R A 4 ) 
(j ( J J = f- D H *  ( P t t  I ( 2 ,  J l - P H  l I 3 , J ) ) /R 3 
S · Q C l J = Q ( l ) + Q ( J )  
Q T O= ( P H I I K G - l , 2 ) -P H l ( K G , 2 ) l * ( R ( KG - l , L ) +R ( KG - l , 2 ) ) / ( P ( 5 ) * R ( K G - l , l ) 
l * R ( t<- G - 1 , � ) )  
Q R O = ( PH I ( � G , 3 ) - ? H l ( K G , 2 ) ) * ( K ( K G- l , 2 ) + K ( K G , 2 ) ) / ( P ( 5 ) * R ( KG - l , 2 ) 
l * R ( K. G , 2 ) ) 
Q B O= ( P H l ( K G + l , 2 ) - P H l ( KG , 2 ) ) * ( R ( KG , l ) + � ( KG , 2 ) ) / ( P ( 5 ) * R ( KG , l )  
l *R ( � G , 2 ) ) 
CL  D= ( P H  I I K G ,  l l - P H  I ( K G ,  2 )  ) * ( R I K  G- l , 1 ) +R I K G , l )  ) / ( P ( 5 )  * R { K G - 1  , 1 ) 
l *R ( t- G , l J ) 
QL ( 4 ) = Q L ( l )  
�L ( l ) = O T C + <J � O + C b O + � L O  
CL ( l. � = I S A T * U E L T * ( QL ( 4 ) + QL ( l ) ) / 2 .  
CL ( 3 ) = 1 S A T * J L ( 3 l +Q L ( 2 ) 
l F I P ( l O ) . E U . O >  GU  T O  6 
C,, T O= ( P H I  ( K. H- l ,  K.C ) -P H  I ( K H , K C ) ) * ( R ( K H- 1 ,  K F ) + R  ( K H - 1 ,  KC ) ) / ( P ( 5 ) 
l *Rl � tt- l , � f- l * K ( K H - 1 , K C ) ) 
O K  l) = ( PI-'  I ( K H , t<.. 0 I - P H  [ ( K H , K C  ) ) � ( R ( K H - 1 , K C  ) + R ( K H , KC ) ) / ( P ( 5 ) * R ( KH - l , KC ) 
l * K U, H , I\ C ) )  
� b O = ( P H l ( K. H + l , K C ) -P H l ( K H , K C )  l * ( � ( K H , K F ) + K ( K H , K C ) ) / ( P ( 5 ) * R ( KH , K f ) 
l *K ( K H , K C J ) 
QL D= ( P H l ( K � , K F J - PH I ( k H , K C ) l * ( R ( KH- 1 , K F ) + R ( KH , K F ) ) / ( P ( 5 ) * K ( K H- l , K F ) 
l � K ( t-- H , K F J >  
Q R ( 4 ) = Q R ( l. )  
� K l l l = Q T C + QK O + QG D +O L D  
QI{ ( l. ) = l S A T * :.- L L  T * ( C.lK (  4 ) + (J R ( 1 )  ) / 2 .  
G R ( j ) = I S A T * . k ( } ) + Q R ( 2 )  
6 R t T URN 
E ND 
SUBRCUT l �E � A T  ( 1 SA T ) 
U 1 M L  NS I ON P i  1 l ( 30 , 3 0 ) , H ( 3 0 ,  3 C: ) , T H E T A  ( 3 0 , 3 0 )  , R { 3 0 ,  3 0 ) , fJC ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , Y ( 3 Q 
1 , 3 0 l , 0 ( 3 0 ) , " ( 3 0 ) , A ( 3 0 , � I , e ( 3 0 , 5 ) , C ( 3 G , 5 ) , D ( 5 J , E ( 3 0 ) , F ( 3 0 ) , G ( 3 0 ) , DH 
2 ( 3 U ) , u V ( J u ) , P ( 3 u ) , W f Y ( )u ) , W f V ( 3 u ) , Q L ( 4 ) , � R ( 4 ) , P 0 ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , r 0 ( 3 0 , 30 
j 9 K 0 ( 30 , J O ) , U R ( 3J )  
COMMON  K A t K L , K C , K D , K E , K � , K G , K H , K [ , PH I , H , TH E T A , R , MC , Y , Q , K , A , B , C , D , E 
1 , F , G , DH , UV , 1' , NC , NR , NP , l K , E R� OR , I C , D � L T , S UM T , � f Y , W TV , C l , Q R , PO , T O , RO 
2 , DR 
0 0  0 1 0 I K= l , K l  
L =O 
E R iW K = O . 
DO 0 2 0 1 = 3 , K. A 
DO O JO J = 2 , II.. C 
l t-t H ( l , J J . L i: . O  .. A ND . l SA T . NE . O )  G O  TO 0 2 9  
L = L  + l 
R A  l = ( K ( I - 1 , J - 1 )  + RO ( I - 1 ,  J - 1 ) + R ( I - l ,  J )  • R O ( I - 1 ,  J )  + R  ( I ,  J }  + R O  ( I , J )  + R f I , 
l J - l l + R O ( l , J - 1 )  ) / 8 .  
R A  2 = ( K ( I - l ,  J ) + R O  ( [ - l , J ) + R ( I - 1 , J + 1 } + R O  ( I - 1 , J + 1 ) + R ( I , J + 1 ) + RO ( I , J + l ) + 
l K (  I , J J + k O (  l , J )  l / 8 .  
K A  1 =  ( K- ( l , J l + K O  ( I , J )  + R  ( l , J + l )  + R O  ( I , J + l )  + R  ( I +  l ,  J + l )  + R O  ( I +  l , J + l )  + R  ( l + 
l l , J l  + K O ( l + l , J )  ) / 8 .  
� A 4 = ( K (  I , J - l ) + R t'1 ( 1 , J - l ) +R (  I , J ) +R O ( l , J ) + R ( [ + l , J ) + R O ( l + l , J ) + R ( l + l , J-
1 1  > + .{ c; < l + i , J - 1 l ) / U .  
K 1 = 2 .  * [) V ( l - i ) * R :t  L * R  A 2  / ( OH ( J )  *RA  l + O H  ( J - 1 )  *RA  2 )  
R 2 = 2 . * D H ( J ) * R f, 2 * !< 1"d / ( D V (  [ l * R l\ 2+ u V (  l - l ) *R A 3 ). 
K 3 = L • * D � ( l ) � R A 3 * K A 4 / ( 0H ( J - l ) *R A 3 + 0H ( J ) * R A 4 ) 
k 4 = 2 . * U H  ( J - 1 } * H. 1-4 4 * R /\  l / ( O v  ( I - l )  * R A 4 + 0 V  ( I J * R A  l )  
ACD�  l .  U 
t3 C O= l . O 
- CC CJ = l . O 
OC O:: 1 .  0 
I F ( J - 3 )  U 4 0 , 0 � 0 , C 6 0  
0 4 0  I F ( l . L T . K ( 3 l - l . U R . I . G f . K ( 3 ) + l ) GO T O  0 6 1 
l � ( l -K ( 3 l )  0 7 0 , 0 d0 , 0 9 0  
0 10 C C 0= 2 . / P ( 5 )  
G O  T O  0 6 1  
O H O  O [ L l-' H l = O . 
GO f O  1 0 0 
0 9 0  A C U= 2 . / P ( 5 )  
GO T O  06 1 
O S O  I F (  l . (: Q . K ( 3 ) )  CC 0 = 2 . / P ( S ) 
0 6 0  I F O' ( lO ) . E O . O . ) GO T U  0 6 1 
l r ( J -K F ) 0 6 1 , 0 ol , 06 3  
0 6 3  I F� l . L T . K ( 4 ) - l . OK . l . G T . K ( 4 ) + 1 )  G O  T O  0 6 1 
I F� l -� ( 4 ) )  0 7 0 , 0 8 0 , 0 9 0  
0 6 2  I F (  I . t: Q . K ( 4 ) ) 3L D = 2 . / P ( 5 )  
0 6 1 D t L P b l = ( AC U / � L * P H I ( l - l , J ) +8C U/ R 2 * P H l ( I , J + l ) + C C D / K 3 * P � l ( l + l , J ) + OC O/  
l � 4 * PH I ( l , J - l l l / ( A C D/ R i + B C D / � 2 + C C O / R J + DC D /R 4 ) - PH l ( I , J )  
1 00 � R R�R= E R ROR + A b S ( P ( 3 l * OE L P H I ) 
PH I (  1 , J ) = P H I (  1 , .J ) + f' ( 3 ) * D EL PH I 
I F ( P h l ( i , J ) . G T . Y t 2 , KC ) + P ( 2 ) ) PH l ( l , J ) = Y ( 2 , KC ) + P ( 2 )  
H ( l , J ) = �H [ ( l , J ) - Y ( l , J )  
0 2 9  I F ( J . [ (.) . K F ) P H I ( J , !(.. O ) =t> H I (  l , K F )  
I F (  i . t Q . K t ) P H l ( K B , J ) = P H l ( K. l: , J )  
0 3 0 I F (  l . t Q . I(.. (; ) H ( K h , J ) = H ( t<. t: , J )  
H (  I ,  U = H ( l , j )  
H ( l , t� 0 ) = H ( l , K F ) 
O i O  P H I C ( , l ) = P H l ( l , 3 )  
l F ( t R KOK . L E . P ( 4 ) • L >  GO T O  1 1 0  
0 1 0  C ON T I NU E:  
1 1 0 R E T U RN 
£: N O  
1 12 
S U B K CU T 1 4 E U � S A T I l l )  
lJ l r-, t: N S  I U '." P t  · l ( 3 0 , 3 0 I , H ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , T H E  T A  ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , R ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , I" C ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , Y ( 3 0  
l , 3 0 ) , Q ( 3 0 ) , K { 3 0 ) , A ( 3 0 , 5 ) , 8 ( .i O , 5 ) , C ( 3 0 , 5 ) , D ( � ) , E ( 3 0 ) , F ( 3 v ) , G ( 3 0 )  , OH 
2 ( 3 0 ) , 0 V ( j Q ) , � ( JU ) , � T Y ( 3 0 ) , h f V ( j O ) , , L ( 4 ) , � R ( 4 ) , P O ( J 0 , 3 0 ) , T 0 ( 3 0 , 3 0 )  
J , R 0 ( 3 0 , 3 C ) , � K ( J O )  
C O M MON A , K c , K C , K C , K E , K F , K G , � h , K I , P H I , H , T H � T A , R , �C , Y , Q , K , A , a , C , D , E  
l , F , G , DH , C V , � , N C , N R , r� P , l K , F. R � OK , l C , D E L f , S UM T , W f Y , W f V , Q L , O R , P u . r o . RO 
2 , 0 R 
P H l ( 2 , l ) = P H l ( 2 , 3 )  
P H l ( 2 , K O ) = P � l ( 2 , K F )  
D O  1 2 0 1 = 2 , t--. A 
0 0  1 2 0 J = 2 , 1-- C 
I F ( i H l , J ) . G r . o . , GO T O  1 2 0 
R A  l = ( R ( I - 1 , J - l ) + K O  ( I - 1 ,  J - 1 I +  R ( I - l ,  J l + R O ( 1 - l , J )  + K  ( I , J )  + R O  ( l , J )  + R  ( I ,  
l J- l )  + KO ( l ,  J - l )  ) / d .  
R A 2 =  ( R ( I - l ,  J ) + Ru ( 1 - l ,  J )  + R  ( I - l ,  J + l ) + R O ( I - 1 , J + l I + K ( I , J + l )  + R O  ( 1 , J +  l }  + 
1 1{  ( I , J )  + R C  ( 1 ,  J ) )  / 8 .  
R i d =  ( K. ( I , J ) + R. 0 ( I , J ) + R  ( I , J +- l ) + K O ( I , J + l ) + R ( I + l , J + l ) + R U  C I +  l , J + l ) + R ( I +  
1 1  , J )  + R O  ( I +- l ,  J ) ) / 8 .  
R A 4  = ( R ( I , J - 1 ) + R li  ( I , J - 1 ) + R  ( I ,  J )  +- R O  ( I , J )  + R C I + l ,  J ) + R O  ( I +  L ,  J )  + R ( I +  l , J-
1 1 }  + K O  ( I +- 1 ,  J - i )  ) / 8 .  
K l = L . * D V ( I - l ) * R A l * k A 2 / ( D H ( J ) * R A l + D H ( J - l ) * K A 2 ) 
R 2 = 2 . * 0 H { J ) * ;{ A 2 * R A 3 / ( D V (  l ) * i <. A 2 + 0 v ( l - l ) � K A 3 )  
R 3 = 2  * D V ( I ) * R A 3 * R A 4 / ( 0 H ( J - l l * K A J +- O H ( J ) * R A 4 ) 
R 4 = '- • * 0 H ( J - l ) * R i, 4 * k A l / ( 0 V ( I - l ) * R A  4 + U V ( [ ) * R A l ) 
A C D =  1 . 0 
B C C = l .. O 
CC O= l .. 0 
C C D = l . O 
l f ( J - 3 ) 1 4 0 , 1 5 0 , l 6 0 
1 4 0 l f ( l . L T . t... ( 3 ) - l . O R . I . G T . K ( J ) +- l )  G O  T O  1 6 1  
I F <  l - K (  3 ) ) ! 7 0 ,  l ti O • 1 9 0  
1 7 0  C C 0 = 2 . / P ( 5 )  
GO r o  1 o l 
1 8 0 f H E: f A ( l , J ) = & ( l )  
G O  T U  2 0 0  
1 q o A C 0 = 2 . / P ( 5 )  
GO T O  l o l  
l j O I F ( I . E Q . K ( 3 ) l OC 0 = 2 . / P ( 5 J  
1 6 0  l F ( P ( l O ) . [ CJ . O . ) GO TCJ 1 6 1  
I r  ( J -K F ) 1 6 1 , l 6 L , 1 6 3  
1 6 3 I F ( I . L T . K ( 4 ) -; l . O K . l . G T . K ( 4 ) + l l  G O  T O  1 6 1  
J F (  I - K ( 4 ) )  1 7 0 , 1 8 0 , 1 9 0 
1 6 2  I F ( I . f Q . K ( 4 ) ) B C C = 2 . / P ( 5 )  
1 6 1 T H t T A ( l , J ) = f O (  I , J ) + G t L T * 4 / ( ( uH ( J - l l + DH ( J ) l * ( D V ( I - l ) + O V ( l ) t ) * ( A C D / R 
1 1  * ( P h  I l I - l , J ) - P I-!  1 ( I , J ) +- P C  ( I - l , J l - P O  ( I , J )  ) + a  C D I rt. 2 � I P �• 1 ( I , J +- l ) - P H l ( 1 
2 , J ) + P O (  1 , J + ! ) - P J ( 1 , J ) ) + C C 0 / 1 ! 3 * ( P t 1 I C l + l . J ) - P H I ( 1 , J l + P G (  I + l , J J - P O ( I .  
J J )  ) + O C  D / R 4  * ( P H  I ( I , J - l ) - P H  I ( I , J ) + P O ( 1 , J - l > - P O ( I , J )  ) ) / 2 .  0 
2 0 0 I F C T t it: f A ( l , J l • G I • G ( 1 > I T h  E f ,\ ( I , J ) = G ( I ) 
I f (  T f-l E T A (  I , J )  . L T . F ( I ) )  T l 1 E. T A ( I , J ) = F (  I > 
C A L L  N E vi � C 1 1 , J , T O ( I , J ) J  
C. A L L  NE W H  ( 1 , J ) 
1 2 0 C ON T I NU c  
C A L L r" E w R  ( L l )  
R E T U RN 
E N O  
S U B K OU T ! N E � E � H  ( [ , J )  
0 1  M E N S  I O N  P i l l  ( 3J , 30 ) , H ( 3 0 ,  3 J  ) , T H E T A  ( 3 0 ,  3 0 )  , R ( 3 0 ,  3 0 ) , MC ( j O ,  3 0 )  , Y ( 3 0-
1 , J O  J , <..i ( 3 0 )  , i-- ( 3 0 > , A ( 3 0 ,  5 ) , b ( J O ,  5 ) , C ( 3 0 , 5 ) , D C 5 ) , E ( 3 0 ) , F ( 3 :)  ) , G ( 3 0 ) , OH 
l ( 3 0 ) ,  DV  ( 3 0 ) ,  P ( 3t) ) ,  ;J TY ( 3 0 ) ,  W T  V ( 3 0 ) , Q L ( 4 ) , (.,I{ ( 4 ) , PO ( 3 0  , 3 0 ) , T O  ( 3 0 , 3 0 )  
3 , R 0 ( 3 0 9 3 Q ) , U K ( 3 0 )  
C C M � ON K A , K � , K C , � O , K E , K F , K G , KH , K l , P H l , H , T H c J A , R , MC , Y , Q , K , A , B , C , O , E 
1 , F ,  u ,  OH , Ll V , P ,  N C , NR , i-4P , I K ,  E H. R  UR , 1 C ,  O t:  L T ,  S L.H T , W T  Y , w f V ,  G L ,  t.i K ,  PO , T O ,  RO 
2 , D R 
I F ( h ( l , J ) . G r . o . , GO T O  8 
.a.iC I J = :-t C ( r , J >  
G O  T O  ( l , 2 , J , 2 1 ,  HC [ J  
l D O  1 0  L = 1 ,  5 
l O l) ( L ) = A  ( I , L )  
T I = T HU A ( I , J ) 
GO T O  5 
2 00 l O  l =  1 ,  5 
2 0  O ( U = A (  I , U 
I T H E T A=  f H E T /d I , ;:i  ) / G (  I ) / 0 .  l 
F T H E T A= l T H E f A / 1 0 . * G ( I )  
T l = r T Hc r A  
G O  T O  S 
· 3 DO 3 0  L = l , 5  
.r n C C U = b ( 1 , U 
T I =  r HE: T ,'\ ( I , J ) 
GO T O  5 
4 00 4 0  L = l , 5  
4 0  C, ( U = b (  l , U 
T I = t (  H H E r A ) 
MC I J = O  
H O = H A  
� I F ( U ( l } / T I - � ( 2 . E Q . O )  . H A = O .  
l f < U ( l ) / T I - J ( 2 ) . L E . 0 )  G O  T O  6 
t-' A = - ( 0 ( 1 ) / T l - D < 2 )  ) * * (  1 . / 0 (  3 ) ) 
6 l F ( ( � C I J . E Q & l J . J R . ( M C I J . E Q . 3 ) ) GO T O  7 
I F ( ( MC I J . c G o 2 ) . J K . ( M C I J . t0 . 4 ) )  GO Tu 4 
H ( I ,  J )  = ( ( H A - H D ) *  I T ti t  T A  ( 1 ,  J ) - t- T HE T A ) ) / C E  ( I T H E  T A ) *G ( I ) - F T H  E: r  A )  + H D  
l F ( b O- H A ) 6 , 7 , 7  
7 H I  I , J ) = H A  
8 l{ E T U RN 
E N O  
1 14 
S U H K U U T I � E � E � R  ( L l )  
D 1 M t:  N S  I ON P i  i i  ( 3 J , 3 0  l , H ( 3 C ,  3l' ) , T H E  T /\ ( 3 0 , 3 0 )  , K ( 3 0 , 3 0 l , ,.,C ( 3  0 ,  3 0 )  , Y ( 3 0  
l , 3 0 ) , Q ( 3 0 )  , " ( 3 0 > , " I  3 0 ,  5 l , � ( 3 0 ,  5 ) , C ( 3 0 ,  5 l , 0 ( � ) , E I 3 0 l , F ( 30 ) , G C 3 0 I , C H  
2 ( 3 0 i , U V  ( J U  l , P I  3 j ) , W r Y ( 3 0  ) , w I V ( 3 0 l , Q L  ( 4 l , :J R  ( 4 l , P O  ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , T O  ( 3 0 , 30 ) 
j , R O ( J Q , j O ) , L i{ (  3 J ) 
C O � M O N  K A , K C , K C , K O , K E , K F , K G , K H , K l , PH l , H , TH E T A , R , MC , Y , Q , K , A , B , C , D , E  
l , F r G , U Ii , D V , P , : ._ C , N R. , N P  , I K , E R k. 01{ , I C , D E L  T , S U M  T , W T  Y , W f V , <,; L , Q R , PO , T O  , R 0 
2 , 0 R 
L l = O  
K ( 9 ) =0 
DO l 1 = 2 , K A  
C O 2. J = 2 , K C 
._, H I ( 1 , J ) = H ( I , J } + Y ( 1 , J ) 
I F ( I-' H l ( I , J ) • L T • t1 • l P H 1 ( I , J ) = 0 .  
I F ( P h l C  l , J ) - 1-' H l ( K. G , 2 ) . G T . P ( 6 H L l = L l + l  
2 P H l ( K h , J l = P H l ( K E , J ) 
P H l t  [ , L l = P H I ( I , J ) 
l P H £ (  l , K L ) = l-' rl l (  1 , K F )  
P I� I ( ,;. i3 , L ) = P I  • I ( K fl , 3 J 
PH I ( K t3 ,  K. 0 )  = P H  I ( K 8 ,  K F )  
PH  1 t l , l l = P � i  1 ( l ,  3 ) 
1-' H l (  l , K O l = P t l l (  l , K F )  
D O  3 l = l , K 1:3 
DO J J = l , K D 
H (  I , J l = P h l (  l , J ) - Y (  I , J )  
H ( l , l l = H ( l , :S l  
H (  I . 1<.. U ) = ..- t  I , K F ) 
... q � , n = 14 ! 3 , J l  
3 H ( K L , J ) = H ( K F.: , J l  
. C O  4 I =  l ,  K B  
00 1t J = l , K I)  
I F ( h ( f , J l . G I . O ) G O  T O  4 
K ( 1 , J > = C ( I , 4 ) * A tl � ( H ( I , J ) ) * *C ( I , 3 ) + C ( I , 5 ) 
l H A t:.  S ( R O  ( I , J ) - K t l ,  J ) ) / ( R O ( I , J ) * l C O  l • G T .  P ( 9 )  } K ( 9 )  = K ( 9 )  + l 
4 C O N T WU [ 
K E  T U R N 
E l-. D  
115 
S U B R G U T  I , . E  �� E W M C  ( I ,  J ,  T H E T  A X ) 
C I  M .:  N S  I Ui.;  PH I ( 3 3 , 3 0  J , H ( 3 0 ,  3 U )  , T H !::  TA ( 3 0 ,  3 0 )  , R ( 3 0 ,  3 0 )  , MC ( 3 0 ,  3 0 1  , Y { 3 0 
l , ..i O ) , C ( 3 0 ) , I\. ( 3 0 ) , A ( 3 0 ,  5 ) , l\ C ·3 0 ,  5 J , C ( 3 0 , 5 ) , D ( S ) , E ( :5 0 ) , F ( 3 C ) , G ( 3 0 )  , DH 
l ( 30 ) , DV ( 3 0 ) , P { 30 J , � T Y ( 3 0 J , W T V ( 3 0 ) , Q L ( 4 ) , Q R ( 4 ) , P 0 ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , T 0 ( 3 0 , 3 0 > 
3 , R 0 ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , G � ( 3 0 )  
C UM �U� K A , K a , KC , K O , K E , K F , K G , K H , � l , P H I , H , TH E T A , R , H C , Y , Q , K , A , B , C , D , E 
1 , F , G , DH , CV , P , �C , N R , N P , I K , E R� O � , I C , D t L T , S UM T , W T Y , W T V , C L , Q R , PO , T O , RO 
2 , DR 
I F ( H ( l , J ) . G T . O . ) GO T O  1 0  
I T H d A = T h E T A X / G (  1 ) / 0 .  l 
F T H d A = l f H l: f A / 1 0 . *G ( I )  
,_. C I J = M C ( 1 , J >  
GO T O  ( 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4 )  , M C  I J 
l I F ( I H [ l A C I , J ) . EW . O . ) MC ( l , J ) = 3 
I H f H E T td l , J ) . L L o T H t: T A X ) GO T O  1 0  
M C ( I , J ) = 2  
I F (  l f H E. T A . E O . O )  G O T O  5 
l F ( -I HE T A ( l , J ) . L f . E ( l f H E f A ) *fd l J )  GO T O  1 0  
5 t-: C ( 1 , J )  = 3 
G O  T O  1 0  · 
2 I F ( T H E T A ( l , J ) a G E . T H E f A X ) G O  T O  6 
M C C I , J ) = 4 
l t- ( T H E T A ( l , J l . L t . F T t-l i: T A ) M C ( l , J ) = l 
GO T O  1 0  
6 l f ( T H l:T A ( I , J ) . Gl: . E ( I TH E T A ) * f_; ( l ) )  MC ( [ , J ) = 3 
1 F ( l H E  T A  ( I , J ) • EIJ . G ( I J ) MC ( I , J J = l 
GO T G  1 0  
3 I F ( T H E T A ( l , J ) . l::U . G ( I ) )  M C ( I , J ) = l 
I F ( T H [ T A ( l , J ) . G t e T H [ T A X l GO TO 1 0  
- r-:c ( I , J )  = 4 
l F ( l T HE T A . E � . 0 ) GO T O  7 
I f- ( ( T H E T A  ( I , J )  • G T . F T  H E  T A  l • A l O .  ( T H E T A  ( I , J ) • L T .  E ( I T H E  f A ) * G  C I ) I ) G O  
1 T O  1 0  
7 M C ( ! , J ) = l  
G O  f O  1 0  
4 l F ( T H t: T A ( [ , J ) . L E . T t t E T A X l G O  TO 8 
,_.. C ( l , J > = 2  
I F ( T HE T A  ( I , J ) • G T  • E ( I f  HE T A ) * ;, ( I ) ) MC  { I , J ) = 3 
GO J G  l 0  
8 I F ( £ H E T A ( l , J ) . L E . F T H E T A ) MC < l , J ) = l 
I F ( T 11 E T A ( l , J l . E Q . 0 . ) 1-4 C ( l , J J = 3 
1 0  C ON T I NU E  
R E TURN 
ENO 
•: 'J ti I� t l U T I ;,, t ... I : , K � ( C , l C , F- l , :> L , '.°"4 :< , \J P  , N (, ) 
c L I  . • c A K  if r G R  L s � 1 J ,  � � t1 1 c H i- 1 r s L -.J - L " c u� v c r H R  u P o PH ( x c u , v c 1 » . 
C l ,{ c /, t)  P rU t: L E '·: P A R t, M � T c f{ :. At{ l.J HI R. L f� - L N  L l l\J l.: A I{ R E G l{ E S S I O N .  
1 1 6  
C 2 K � A D K ( � l ,  r ( I l  ✓ A L U l S  l f l R S T  C A k D  M U S T C G � f A l �  F I T T £ D P O I � T ) .  
C J L1 A T  ,.1. F 1 T Fi Y ·-1 = C C � ) * L + A L J u  ( C ( 4 )  ) , ,.. H i:  -{ c V ( l ) = 4 L O � ( .i. / Y ( I ) - l / Y ( l ) ) 
C , 'J ( I ) ::: ,\L J :;  ( X ( l ) - t. ( l. I ) , ,\ \I U :: ( l ) = i. / C ( 4 ) , :., ( 2 l = C ( l ) * C ( 5 ) , C ( 3 ) A N D  
C (., ( 4 )  13 Y  r{ f G., f-. S S ! Cl '-l , � ( 'J J = l / Y ( l ) . 1- I T T I N G T h R U  l P T  ,-., t: A� S  OF = �'ll - 1  
D l �, :.- �� S I u ,  >- C 1 u u ) , Y C l u u > , u t l vu > , v I l v J ) , P < 3 0 J l , L C � > , T :::  $ f l S ) 
DA r \ 1 r: '.) , 1 • J � , , , ::-: o , , * * , 1 
1{ t: A /J < -..1 K , 1 > I-' ,<. , i-> K 1 ,  'l ,  r� P L  o T 
F- 0 K ... ,H i A 4 , /\ i. , I 5 , l. X , I l ) 
C D { , F ' l·U • •  D 1<.J l3 L ··_ N L: '· . tf f R  p:• A Y  B E  A L P HA M E tU C ) 
C ; �  • • . 'J L M tJ :: K  L! F u A T �  l> J I -.. r � . , , l-' L J T • •  O P T I :J :'-4  P L O T T l N ::i C ODE ( l  P L O T ) 
R t A U ( "J r{ , 2 ) X ( l ) , Y ( l ) 
2 r O K  t·, ,H C � F l O • 0 ) 
S U = 0 . 
S v' = O . 
SU U = O .  
S V V = O .  
S U V = U . 
U J  L U  1 = 2 , 1 � 
t{ ::: /1 L., ( r-J ,, , � ) X ( I ) , Y ( l ) 
01 C I ) = t\ L u v ( A i5 S ( l / Y ( I ) - l / Y ( i ) ) t 
U f I l = ,\ '- i ;  ,, I i\ :J S ( t. ( I ) - X ( l ) ) ) 
� 0 = � LJ + U ( l } 
'::; V = '::J V + V ( l )  
�) UU "' S U J + U (  I )  �' U (  l )  
':.>. ·✓ = s I •• +- " ( I } �' V ( i ) 
� Q :., :... ',' --= '..- � '✓ � � ( l ) * '.' ( l ) 
. � r-r l = r J - 1 
· .; ,-1 2  = , J - 2  
.... ( 5 l = I S U V - S J ," S v' / :'-J � l )  I (  s u u- S U * S U/ , I M  l )  
C ! � I =  L X f-' ( � '/ / , . : 1 1 - c  ( 3 )  ,c, sun,. : ,  l )  
L. ( � ) = l / Y ( l )  
l I- ( ,._ ( l ) . . . -., t: • v ) C ( � ) = l / Y ( l ) - C t 4 )  * A �  S ( X ( l ) ) * * C ( 3 ) 
L. ! 1 l = l / L ! '• ) 
C.. U ) = C ( l l * C ( S )  
s � u � suu - � U ** � , �� l 
s s v � s v v - � v • * 2 / N� l  
S '::; \J 'I = � U v - S IJ * S V / � .  1" l 
u = � � U / S � � * C ( J ) * * 2 
1u: G � S = � � IJ V * * , / S � U 
V E V S S = S S V- K � G S S  
r{ 2  = r•J - 2  
fl l v t-1 S = K  t:: G� S 
L1 t V 1·, 5 = D i:: o./ S SI K L 
I- = ,{ L G ·•· � / tJ E V �i S 
L A L i_ .. T � DL E ( l . , � 2 , P l. , P 2 , F L , F 2 )  
i F  ( f . L T . F 2 )  J = l  
I t- ( t- . G c: . f l )  J = c 
I F  ( F . G c: . ..  U J = 3  
� C 3 .:..:  S (., K T ( 0 E \/ f-, S / � S U  ) 
r ;� = s U R  r c ..- t:: > 
L 3 L l = C C  3 ) - T l * S C ; 
L :SU L = C ( J J + f l * S C J  
C J L 2 = C ( J ) - f 2 * S C J  
C JU L'. = L ( 3 J + T .i * S C 3 
Y H = Y ( l )  
l r ( :, ( l ) • l·J l .  :J ) Y rl = C ( l l / ( A ti S ( X ( l J ) * * C ( J )  •C C 2 ) ) 
1 17 
tH: S l D= Y ( U - Y i t  
'"' r{ l r t ( 1-.J i> ,  3 ) P t{  , P R  l , \I , ( l , C ( I ) , I = 1 , 5 > , D , X ( l ) , Y ( l ) , Y H , KE S t 0 
..3 r- O K ,• : /' 1  ( ' l ' , ·l A , ' L  l i � l ,'\ R  L t-.1 - L N  H E GR t S S I OrJ t� i..J A L Y S I S F DR C E LJ T H� lJ  P O I N T 
l ( X ( i. ) , Y ( l ) ) ' / l u A , ' S .., L u T I C '� 1 5  Y = C ( l l / ( X * * : l 3 ) + C ( 2 ) ) G ,{ l / Y  = C ( 4 
2 ) * X * * C ( 3 J + L ( � ) ' / l O X , ' � i-i t: l{ l.:  V ( l ) = A L IJ J ( l / Y ( l ) - l / Y ( l ) l A ,'�0 U ( l ) = A L OG (  
} X ( l } - A ( l ) )  ! . � • / � 1) X , 1 1/ -::  l. ( 3 ) -.. u + ,'\ L U :  .. d C ( <t ) ) ' / / l O A , ' ,"> ,{ u b L .. : M  N AM E  • •  
4 • 1 , f� L, , � £'. , l O ,:.  , ' �� ..; ,"· C E: R. O F O u  S E:  i{ V I\  T I O N  S = ' , I o / l O X  , ' Ht l � (J � F f- I C l f N T S A 
:> r{ f: ' / 5 ( l u X ,  ' ·� ( • , l L ,  • ) = • , F l 7 .  t> / ) , l u X ,  ' R  2 ( L 'J D A T A )  = • , F 9 .  6 / / J O  X ,  • T A  B l  
6 i: 0 F R E 5 l (;tJ , ,  L S ' / l O X  , 1 I U ( l )  V ( l ) X ( I l Y ( I J 
7 Y H l I ) R t '.:> 1 D J !, L ' / / l O X  , ' l ' , 2 l .,_ , 4 F l O • 5 ) 
S Y = U . 
S Y Y = O .,  
l{ E S I OZ = O .  
00 2 0  l = , , N  
Y � I = C t L l / ( ,\ o ::;  ( :� ( I ) ) * * 1., ( J J + C ( 2 J ) 
R f S i. U = Y { 1 ) - Y h 
1{ 1:: S l U 2 =  k c S  I u .-:  + K t.: �  1 D*� t � I D  
S Y = � Y + Y l I )  
S Y Y =- S Y Y + Y (  l l * Y (  l )  
W K I l � ( .-� I-' , 4 ) I , J l I ) , V ( I l , X ( I ) , Y ( I ) , Y H , R c. S I 0 
4 ;= o ,� i ; 1. r < t l 1 , t- 1 1 • "> , 5 � 1 u • s > 
P ( l ) = ,< ( l )  
I' ( N + I ) = Y ( I ) 
2 G t> ( !'J + �; + I ) = Y H 
::, � Y = S Y Y - S Y *j Y / � : 1  L 
D = l - k t: S I D2 / � 5 Y  
,{ = S • � K r ( A b S ( LJ ) ) 
�t !{ f I t ( �. t-> , 5 > R t: ,.-: S S , � � G � S , F , l !: S f ( J ) , M 2 , ') E V S  S , L' C V H S , I I l , S S V , I' 2 , F 2 , P 
l l , F l • � C � , P 2 .  r 2 ,  C > L 2 • C 3 lJ % , P 1 , T l , C i L l , C 3 U l , t{ , L: 
5 f- l l t{ ... , � T ( / l O X , 4 2. ( i I 1 * ) / / t!. L ;.. ' I t. . ,� L y s I s O f- \' : • .{ [ .\ '� C t I / / 1 0 X ' I s Ou I{ C E (J f 
l 5 !>  M S  f- ' / / l OX , ' fJ. E: GR E � ::,  l ' , 3 F L 0 . 3 , A 4 / l O X ,  
? ' K i:.  5 I DU A L  • , l 4 , � I- l O • .3 / 1 0  X , ' T J T A  L 1 , 1 7 ,  f l u .  3 / / l u A , ' T t. tj L t:  V .  L U  t ' , 2 ( ' F  ( 
-> , , � J • 2 • > "· • , � u . ...  i 1 1 .. o .< , 4 l < .. ;-; * , 1 1 i o x  , , s r A ,  · ) " K u  u t v 1 .• r c o , o� c < 3 > = 
4 ' , 1- 1 4 . 3 / / l 0A , ' C J "J f l J .: � � i:  L l :-rd T S U f· C. ( 3 1  L O v, £: K  J :-1 :-> E .{ ' / L O X , ' L E V  
5 �- L T ./ � L lJ ... S L I / � I T l l '� I T ' / / 2 ( f- l 4 • 2 , I l ':> • 4 , 3 X , l.. F l O • 3 / 
o ) / l tJ X , ' k  ( U .<. I G I :>t �\L UA f A ) = ' , F l 4 . ) / l u X , ' � 2 ( .J K ( G l ' J /\ L  0 A T A ) = ' , F l 4 . J ) 
w K I T t { i-. C , t ) C ( 1 ) , C ( 2 ) , C ( 3 ) , C ( 4 ) , C ( 5 ) 
6 f O � M A T ( � ( l � c l S . i ) ) 
I F  ( ,,; P L O  f • E:. ,J • l l C AL L  P L  u f ( I C  , P N ,  3 ,  0 ,  l J 
l{ E T µ � N 
ENO  
1 18 
SU BROU T I NE t- T A BL E ( R l ,  R 2 ,  P l , P 2 ,  F l ,  F 2 )  
UA T A  O E L T ,  O c L F / 0 . O O 5 , O . O O l / , A ,  b ,  � R l ,  ?K 2 / 4 * 0 . 0/ 
I F  ( A . E W . R l / 2 . AN O . B . E Q . R 2 / 2 . A�D . P l . E � . P l R . A NO . P 2 . E Q . P 2 R ) GO TO l 
P l R = P l 
P 2 R = P2  
A = IU / 2 . 
U = R 2 / 2 .  
C = t a, l +i{ 2 ) / 2 .  
O= R l / R2 
E = ( R 2 + 1 . 0 ) / 'i. . 
I F ( C • G T • 5 7 ) GO TO 2 
P R = O . O  
C A L L  G � M M A  ( A ,  G A , I A ) 
C A L L  G� � M A  ( 8 ,  G B , 1 8 ) 
I F  t R l . N t . l . ) GO T O  3 
C A L L  G,-.MMA  C c , G E , I E )  
PR  l = 0 .  � * ( l .  :J - P  l l  * Gl3 / GE * SUR  T C  3 .  l 4 l 5 9 * R  2 )  
PK2 = u . 5 * { l . G - P 1 > *GB / GE * S�R T ( 3 . l 4 1 5 9* R 2 ) 
r L = O .  0 
Y L =  l .  0 
00 4 [ = l , l OU O O  
l F  ( { l . O • ( T L + � * U E L T ) * * 2 / R 2 ) * * E  . GE .  l . OE 75 )  GO  T O  2 
Y M = l . O/ ( l . O + ( T L + Ut L T ) * * 2 / K 2 l * * E  
Y K = l . O / ( l . O + C T L + 2 *U E L T 1 * * 2 /R 2 ) ** E  
PR= P R + D E L T / J . O � ( Y L + 4 * Y M + YR ) 
I t- ( P R . L c . P � 2 ) f 2 = ( T L + 3* DE L T ) * * 2  
F l = <  f L + D lL r > t: * 2  
I F  ( P � . G E . P R l )  G O  T Q  l 
Y L = Y R  
4 .  T L =  ( L + 2 * lJ E L I  
GO T O  2 
3 C A L L  G � fo' /J A  ( C ,  GC , I C ) 
P � l = ( l . U-P l ) * G B/ GC * GA / D * * A  
P R 2 = ( t . O-P 2 ) * G B / GC * GA / O* * A 
F L = O . O  
Y L = O . O  
DO :> l = l , 1 60 0 0  
I f  ( l l . O + D* ( f- L + L * OE L F ) l * *C . GE .  l & OE 7 5 ) GO T O 2 
YM = ( F L + D i L F ) * * ( �- 1 . 0 ) / ( 1 . 0 + D * ( F L + DE L F ) ) * *C 
YK = ( F L + 2 * D EL F l * * ( A- t . O ) / ( l . O +O* ( Fl + 2 * D E L F ) ) * * C  
Pl{= P l< + O t: L F /  3 . {PH Y L + 4 * Yt-1 + YR ·) 
I F  ( P R . L � . P R 2J t- 2 = f L + 3 * D E L F  
F l = F L +O t: L f  
F l = 9 9 . 5 - l . O / K l  
1 r ·  ( P R . G E . P :{ l )  GU T O  l 
5 f- L = t- L + 2 * Ut l f  
I F  ( ( P l . t: Q . G . O l ) . AN O . ( R 2 . E Q . 2 . O ) i GO T O  1 
2 F l = v . O  
F 2 = O . U  
l R E T URN 
END  
S U B R UU T I NE [ Q P L O T ( K A , KC , K G , K H , OV , DH , P l O , u , P 2 , VE XP , [ W T , WT Y )  
C ��U A L  P O T t N T I A L P L O T  
C l MA � E  ( I ) = A K KA Y F OR S T OR I � G C H A K A C T E R S  T O  B E  P L O T T E D  
C HD ( I ) = HO:U Z O,°" T AL H E A U I NG - HJ P OF  P L O T O U T P U T 
C OR ( 1 ) = V E � T I CA L  H E AD I NG  - Li F T  S I U E OF P L O T  O L T P U T 
C A B S C  ( 1 ) = HUR I Z CN T �l H EAD I G - GO T TOM O F  P L O T  OU f PU T 
C C H  ( I ) = SL  O t> E l) I � T A M� I: tl E T W c t �J �UD E S 
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C Q V ( l )  = T H l i.. l\. N E 5 S  O f  t: A C H  L /� Y E R  
C � O T E D I M � N S I UN ; �  A � R A Y  O MU � T  B E  S AME A S  F R OM T H E  C A LL I NG P ROGRAM 
U Hk NS I O N  1 .,, /\ G t l 14  2 8 ) , HO ( 2 5 l , 0 � ( 1 2  ) , A 8 SC ( 2 5 ) , X ( 9 0 0 > , Y ( 9 0 0 ) , XX ( 3  0 , 3 
1 0 ) ,  Y Y ( 3 v , 3 0 ) , H ( 3 0 ,  3 0 J , D V  ( 3 0  l , (JH ( 3 0 )  , w T X  ( 3 0 ) , W T  Y ( 3 0 I 
DA T A  H D ( l l , t-< U l 2 l , HD ( 3 l , H D ( 4 l , HD ( :> ) / ' E Q U A ' , ' L P U ' , ' f E N T ' , ' I A L ' ,  
1 ' P L u T ' / , LJ K. ( l > , u R ( 2 ) , 0 R ( 3 l , ,J K l 4 ) , 0 R ( ::> ) / 1 V E R T 1 , ' l C A L ' , • D I S ' , 1 T A t � C ' 
2 , ' E  ' I ,  A i:, S C ( l l , A B SC ( l ) , AC SC l 3 ) , A B �C ( 4 ) , A B SC ( 5 ) / 1 H O R I ' , ' Z 0N T ' , 
3 ' AL o • , • 1 s r � • , • � c E  • 1 
C KC NU M b E R  O F  N [ � E S  HOR I Z O� T A L  + C N E  
C K A  NU M � [ R  O F  N G O E S V E R T I C A L + O N E  
K l:  K A- 1  
KF  KC  - l 
AOH = D H ( l )  
ADV = D V  ( l )  
CH ( l )  = 0 .  0 
DV ( I ) = 0 .  0 
C F I N G C U U R O P1 A T E S O F  N OD E S  
V S U l-1 = 0 . O  
N = 0 
S l N P l O  = S I  J ( P l O ) 
C G S P l O = CU S ( � l J )  
UU l r-. 1/ = l. , K t� 
. V S U t . = V S U M + u V ( N V- 1 )  
H S U M = O . O  
(.JO 1 . I H = Z , K L 
1\= N +- l 
t l SUt'. = H S U ,'1 +- 0H ( NH- 1 )  
X ( N )  = H SUM � C O S P l O  + V S UM* S l NP l O 
Y ( N )  = H �U M � � I NP l O - V S UM*CO SP L O  
X X  ( IN '  rm ) = X ( N )  
l Y Y ( N V , N H ) = Y ( N ) 
C X M A X  AN O X M I N  � A X I M UM  A�O H I N I MU �  HUR I ZO� T AL S C A L E  V A L U E  
C Y M A A  A N O  Y M I N  = � A X I MU�  A • O  r-' [  ! M U M V [ R T I C A L S C A L E V A L U E  
XM I N = O .  
I X M A X = X X ( K A , K C ) / 5 . 0 + l . O 
X t,,' A X = 5 * 1 X M A X  
I Y O I F F = ( YY l ? , K C ) - Y Y ( K A , � ) ) / 5 . 0 +- l . O  
Y lJ.l F F = S * I Y O l f- F  
I F- ( O . d J J ¥ X M 1, X . G f . Y O I F F ) Y0 1 F f = 0 . 8 3 3 * XM A X  
l f ( Y D I F F / 0 . � 3 3 . G T . X M A X ) X M A A = Y O I F F / 0 . 8 3 3  
I Y � A X = Y Y ( Z , � C ) + l . O 
Y M A X = I Y M AX 
I F ( P l O . c � . O . ) YM AX = O .  
Y M l � = ( Y M A X - Y D I F F ) * V E X P  
I F ( P L O . E � . O . ) Y� I N = Y Y ( K A , 2 ) � VE XP 
C A L L  P LO T A ( l M AG L , X M I N , XN A X , f H I  , Y M A X , O )  
C S T OK E  C C OR O I N A T t S  O F  N O D E S  I N  P L O T A �R A Y  
C A L L  P L O T h ( X , Y , ' * ' , N )  
C S E l t P L F O �  P E R C L N T  O F  �Ax r vu�  PO T E N T I A L DE S I R E D  
P H = Y Y ( 2 . KC ) - Y Y ( K G , 2 ) +P 2 + U ( KG , 2 )  
UO 2. NP  L = l ,  '> 
t = PM *  O . L O  $ N P L  
C S E T  I A N O  J f O� k E C T A N G L E S  r o  BE  C HE C K E D  
C O  2 I = 2 , K E  
DO � J = 2 , K F  
NU= O  
C �l = NU � E E K  O F  L A Y E R S  P E R  R [ � T A N G L E  P L U S  O N E  
ML = O V ( l l / C D S P l O • � l . / l Y M A X- Y� l N ) 
I F ( � L . L T . 2 ) M L = 2  
C N L  = N U M o E R O F  S E GM E , 1 T S  P E R  L A Y E R  
N l = iJH ( J ) / C O� P l O * l O l . / l X M A X- X H I N ) 
I F ( :'.L . L T . 2 ) N L = l  
H L  = t',L - l 
VC = NL - l 
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C C H E CK E A C H  S I D E  O F  T H E K E C T A NG L E T O  S E E I F  D E S I R E D  P O T E , ' T l A L C R O  
C 5 S E S  I T  
I f ( ( I:::  . L E .  ;,, ( l , J )  . AN O .  E . G E .  B ( l + l , J ) ) . OK . ( t:  . GE .  B l l , J )  . AN D .  
l E  . L E . B C l + l , J ) l )  G O  T U  3 
l F ( l E  . L t .  h l l , J ) . A N D .  E . G E . t: H I , J + l ) )  . O R . ( t:  . G E .  B ( I , J )  . A N O .  
l E • L ( .  8 ( I ,  J + l l ) ) G O  T O  J 
l F ( ( t  .. L E .  d J , J + l ) . A N O . E . GE .  D ( l + l , J + l ) ) . O K .  ( E . G E .  B C I , J + l ) 
l . A NO . E . L C .  8 ( 1 + 1 , J + l ) l )  GO T O  3 
I f  ( . N O T . ( r  . L [ .  B ( l + l .- J >  · . A W . £: . GE .  8 ( 1 + 1 , J + l ) ) . O R .  ( E  . G E .  8 
l {  l + l , J ) . AN L, . E . L t: . tH I + l , J + l l ) )  GO T O  2 
C S E T  K F U K D L S I R E O  L A Y t R  W I T H I N R E C T A NG L t  
3 D O  '9 K = 1 ,  M L  
H l\.= 1\ - l 
H l = u ( l , J ) - ( I'! ( I , J ) - 6 ( I + 1 , J ) ) * HK / H L 
H 2 : ,; ( l , J ♦ l ) - ( [l ( I , J + l ) - i3 ( I + L , J + t ) ) * HK / H L 
C U E T E RM I N E I f  E QU A L P O T E N T I A L L I N E  P A S S E S B E f WE E N H l  A N O  H 2 . 
l f ( . NU f . ( ( E . L E . H l . M'4 D . E ., GE . 1 1 2 ) o U R . ( £: . G t . H l . A N O . £ . L E . H 2 ) ) )  GO T O  4 
l f ( H l . E � . H 2 J GO T O  4 
- NU = NU + l 
r.N = u H ( J ) * A B � ( ( H l - E ) / ( H l - H 2 ) )  
V M= � V ( I )  * HK / H L  
X ( �w ) = H r� *C U � P  l O + V M * S  I N P  l O + X X  ( I , J )  
Y C NU ) = HN * S I � P l O- V M * C O S P l O + Y Y ( I , J )  
4 C O N T I NU E  
0 0  j L =  1 , N L  
V L = L - 1  
C D E T E R M I N � I f  E C U A L  P O T E N T I A L L I N E p A S S E S B E f W E E N  V l  A N D  V 2 . 
·v l = b ( l , J > - ( 1:> ( 1 , J J - B ( I , J + l ) ) * V L / V C 
V 2 = c ( l + l ·, J ) - ( B (  I + l , J ) - 1::i C  l + l , J + l )  ) * V L / VC 
I F ( . NO T . ( ( E . L E . V l . A N D . E . Gc . v 2 ) . 0 R . ( t . G E . V l . A N D . f . L E . V2 ) ) )  G O T O  5 
I F ( V l . E u . v 2 , GO ro 5 
NU = NU + l 
H N = L JH ( J )  'l;: \J L / V C 
I/ r�c L; V ( l ) * A ci � { C V l - E ) / ( V l - V 2 ) ) 
X ( Nu ) = H :IJ * C O �  P l O + V �; * S l N P  1 0 + X X  ( I , J ) 
Y { �� ) = H N * S i � P l O- V P * C O S P l O + Y Y ( l , J )  
5 C ON r l N U l 
C O � T L K� I N i C U R R E C r C A L L  P LO TG f O R  S T O R A G E  I N  P L O f  A R R A Y  A ,  D S T O R E  
G O  T O  ( 6 l , 6 / , 6 3 , 6 4 , 6 5 , 66 , 6 7 , 6 8 , 6 9 J , N P L  
6 1  C A L L  P L O T A ( ;. , Y , ' l ' , NU )  
c;o r o  2 
6 2  C A L L  P L C T B ( � , Y , ' 2 ' , N U )  
co r o  2 
6 3  C A L L  P L O T S ( X , Y , ' 3 ' , NU )  
G O  1 0  2 
6 4  C A L L  P L O T B ( X , Y , ' 4 ' , N U }  
�o r o  2 
6 5  C A L L  P L O T B ( X , Y , ' 5 ' , NU )  
Go r o  2 
b b  C A L L  P L O T O C X , Y , ' 6 1 0 NU ) 
GO T O  2 
6 7  CA L L  P L O T B ( � , Y , ' 7 1 , NU )  
GO J O  2 
0 8  C A L L  P L O T B ( X , Y , ' o ' , NU ) 
GO T O  2 
6 9  C A L L  P L O T B { X , Y , 1 9 1 , NU )  
2 C GiH l !'lU [ 
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C C E T � RM I N E  T rl t  l � T ER S E C T l ON □ F THE  WA TER  T A B L E  A ND T H E  NODE C OLUMNS 
I F ( l W T . E � . O )  GO TO  7 
00 o NH= 2 , KC 
N = NH- 1 
� T Y ( N l = Y Y ( 2 , NH ) - W T Y ( NH )  
8 W T X ( N ) = X A ( 2 , N H ) + W T Y ( NH ) * S I NP l O / C O S P l O  
C A L L  P L O T B  ( W T X , w T Y , ' w ' , N )  
7 NORA I N= 2  
X ( l > = X X ( KG , L l  
Y ( U =Y Y ( KG , 2 )  
X ( 2 } = XX ( K.H , K.C )  
Y ( 2 ) = Y Y ( KH , K C J  
I F ( P l0 . t � . O ) N OR A l N = l  
C A L L  P L O J B ( X , Y , ' 0 ' , N O� A I N )  
C P L O T  OU T PU T  GR A � H  
C A L L  P L O T C  ( 1- 10 , 2 0 , 0 R , 1 7 , AB SC , 1 9 )  
OH ( l )  = A UH 
C '/ ( 1 )  = A DV 
i< E T U K N  
£: N O  
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l l  1 2  9 9 20 0 8 2 1 0  0 6 
0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l l l l l 1 l 1 0 0 
1 .  0 ;.)  l . 0 0 l . J O  3 . 0 0  1 0  • .  ] Q  1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 00 3 . 0 0 1 . 00 
I . Ou  1 . 0 0 8 e 0 0 o . oo 0 . 0 0 o . o o o . oo o . oo o . o o  o . oo o .. o o  o . o o J . 0 0 o . o o 0 . :) 0  o . oo O e O O o . oo o . o o  o . oo 
O . 5906  o . � 9 0 o  o . � 9 2 1  l . t3 H 3 0 .  't '1 i! l Q . ':J 8 ( 9 1 . 0 0  l . O u l .  u iJ  l . lJO 
1 . 00 l .  00  .., . oo a . 00 0 . 0 .0 o . o o o . oo o . o o  o . o o  o . oo 
o . oo o . oo :' . 00  o . o o O . () O o . oo o . oo o . oo o . o o  o . oo 
0 . 1 9 9 C . 2 <-l 9  0 . 3 9 9  0 . 4 9 9  o . 5 � 9 l) . 6 99  0 . 7 9 9  0 . 8 <.J 9  0 . 99 9  1 . 00 0  
o . oo o . o o  :> . oo  o . o o o . o o  o . c o o . oo o . uo u . uJ o . uo 
o . oo o . o o .J .  0 0  o . o o o . \.; o  o . oo o . o o o . oo o . o o o . oo 
0 . 0 � 1  0 . 0 5 1 O . ,d O  0 . 2 0 0 0 . 2£. q 0 . 2 0 0  O . L O O 0 . 2 0 0  0 . 2 0 0  0 . 2 0 0  
0 . 2 0  o . o o J . 0 0 o . o o o . o o  o . oo o . o o o . oo o . o o  o . oo 
o . oo o . o o :; • 0 0  o . o o \J .  l) C o . oo o . o o o . oo  o . uo O . OJ  
o ..  399  u .  39 9 0 . 4 2 5  0 . 4 3 6 C . 4 J O 0 . 4 1 1 0 . 4 1 1 0 . 4 1 1  0 . 4 l l O .  '• l l 
0 . 4 1 1 o . oo (: . c o  o . o .J  0 . 0 0 o . oo 0 . 00 o . oo o . o o  o . oo 
o . o o o . oo :i . 00 O'. 0 0  o . � o  o . oo o . oo o . oo o . o o o . oo 
. 2 0 8 3  o . oo l .  5 0  0 . 0 0 1  o . u o  0 . 0 1  0 . 0 1 0 1 . 00 iJ .  () ::> o . oo 
O . O O J l 2 . 00 :i . 5 0 o .  1 2  :> l .  � O o . o o  o . o o o . oo o . u o o . oo 
o . oo o . o o :' . 0 0 u . oo 0 . J O  o . o c o . oo  o . oo o . o o o . oo 
o . oo - 1 2 5 0  . 1 2 50 . 2 5 0 0  . 8  l L  5 1 . 2 s oo  1 . 2 5 0 0  l . 2 50 0  . 8 l l 5  . 2 �0 0  
.. 1 2 5 0  . 1 2 5 0  j .  0 0  o . o o  0 0 . )  0 o . oo o . oo l) .  uo . 0 . 00 O . O l) 
o . oo o . o u ..., • o u  O . G J 0 • .  J 0 o . o o o . o o o . o o o . o o o . o o 
4 .  f 7 7 8 5  l t - 0 1  l . 1 H4 '> 6 t:  00  J . 6 5 4 4 6 6 C - O l 2 . 09 l 9 9 l �  0 0  2 . 5 0 6 2 66 !::  0 0  
4 . 7 7 7 8 '-> l t: - O l 1 . 1 9 74 5 (- t: 0 0  ) . 6 � 4 4 6 6 c - O l 2 . 0 1 7 2 9 9 11:: c o  2 . � 06 2 6 6 [  0 0  
2 . 0 06 6 ') 3 E  0 0  4 . 72 1 5 J 5 t:  0 0  2 . 4 3 2 6 5 2 [ - 0 l 4 .  � 8 3 4 2 2 ( - 0 1 2 . 3 5 2 9 4 l t;  O U  
2 .  3 4 ') 4 J 2 t:  0 0  5 . J!i 8 5 3 :, L O U  Z • O Y "• 2 1 O f:  - 0 l 4 . 2 :i 6 4 0 1 E - O l  2 . z r-H 5 7 7 t 0 0  
2 . :, 7 £ 6 4 4 c.  0 0  D • 4 ."> L l O '1 c vu L .  7 .3 0 J J '1 t: - O l j . ts o o l :, u c - 0 1  2 . :, 1.)00 00 £:  00  
2 . 2_ 32 ,-. :J s r::. o o  S . 4 J 2 � 9 0 t  0 0  3 . 1 96 2 7 3 c - O L 4 . 4 f 0 6' H E - O l  2 . 4 3 30 9 0E 0 0  
l . o  L 48 2 6 i:-O  L 4 . 5 4 64 3 � 1:. - 0 l l . 8 3 0 9 2 7[ - 0 1 5 .  5 1 0 1  7 0E OJ 2 . "> 0 6 2 6 6 E  O J  
1 . 8 1 48 L 6 E - u  l. 4 • 5 1, 8 4 J .., � - O l � . tl 3 0 <:i 2 7l - O l  5 - � 1 0 1 7 0 1::  0 0  2. . :, 06 2 66t 0 0  
1 .  l 't 3 7 o � t.:  0 0  2 . 6 ' 1 l l 1 B t: 00  1. • •  \ lJ 64 5 3 t: -O l 8 . 7 4 .3 u 2 4 t - C l 2 . 3 5 2 9 4 l t 0 0  
l . 4 4 1 6 8 91: 0 0  5 . 6� U 2 0 3 l:  0 0  l. . 4 0 5  7 5 6 L: - O  l 4 . 0 9 5 5 2 4 E - C l 2 . 2 9 ) 5 7 7 [ 0 0  
l ., 7 52 0 6 8 E  0 0  4 . 3vu l 6 <.J t  0 0  ;;_ . 2 0 2 1 o o t - 0 1  5 .  7 0 7 5 42 1.: - 0 l  2 . :5 ooov01:  00  
2 . 0 � 2 4 8 '-> E  uo 4 . ', -J j 8  7Yi:_  UG  J . 3 2 6 2 7 3£ - 0 L  4 . 8 7 2 1 4 J E - O l  2 .  4 3 .rn -h) t: 0 0  
l . 5 04 7 .! 9E - 0 2  2 . 34 L g9 l c - 0 3  l . 9 6 2 J 0 9 E  0 0  6 . 6 4 5 7 1 2 c  0 1  l . 5 5 64£'. 0 E- O l 
1 . 504 7 1. 'J E -O �  2 . 3 4 l 99 L t: - 0 3 .l. . ) 6 2. 3 0 c.' t  0 0  6 . 64 5 7 L ! E 0 1  l . ':1 � 6 4 2 0c - CJ l 
S . l l  l l 4 0 E - 0 3 4 . o l 7 2 4 l t -u 3 l . 3 08 0 2 8[ 0 0  1 . 2 7 8 5 7 l:  0 2  5 . 8 7 8 8 9 7 t - u l 
; . 2.l 60t. 8 f- v 3  3 .  l � •J 6 �  :>t:- 02 1 . 3 5 9 1 7 3[ 0 0  l . 9 1 3 't d 4 E  0 2  6 • 0 4 5 9 5 0 l: 0 0  
l . d l 6 0 8 3c - 02 1 . q£ 1 9 d ':> 1.; - 0 l  .a .  7 q ') l 6 2 E  0 0  5 • 5 0 6 3 5 1t t 0 1  1 .  o , a  3 L 3£:  O l  
. t . ti '-1 3 1 � 6 E - 0 2  l . 3 3 bQ 6 0 t - O l 1 . 3o 9 2 9 9c 0 0  5 . 2 8 2 0 7 2E 0 1  7 .  0 5  7 l 6 4E  0 0  
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APPENDIX D 
Computer Model Output 
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I K (  J J O H ( ! )  DV ( I )  E ( 1 )  F ( I J  G ( I > p ( I )  R ( ( , l )  0� ( I J 
1 1 1  l . OOJO 0 . 5 9 0 6  C . 1 9 90 0 . 0 5 1 0  o . 3 q 9 0 o . 2 oa 1 0 . 1 5 5 6  o . o  
2 1 2  l o  00U0 o .  5 '1 0 6  0 .. 2 9 9 0  O . C 5 1 0  0 . 3 9 9 0  o . o 0 . 1 5 S 6  O .  1 2 5 0  
3 q i . 0 0 0 0  0 .  492 1 0 . 3990 0 . 2 1 0 0  0 . 4 2 50 1 . 5 0 0 0  O . S 8 7 9 0 .  1 2 5 0  
4 9 3 . 00 0 0  l . d 3 7 3  � . 4 9 9 0  o . 2 a oo  0 . 4 3 6 0  0 . 00 1 0  6 . 0 4 59 0 - 2 5 0 0  
5 2 0 0  D . 00 0 0  0 . 4 9 2 1 r: . 5 9 9 0  0 . 2 2 9 0  0 . 4 0 0 0  l. . 06 � 6  1 0 . 5 B 3 l O . d l 2 5  
6 6 1 ) . 0 0 0 0  0 . 5 8 7 9 0 . 6 9 90 o . 2 c o o  0 . 4 1 1 0  0 . 0 1 0 0  7 . 0 5 7 2  1 . 2 50 0  
1 2 1 0 . 000 0 · 1 . 0 0 0 0  () . 7 9 9 0  0 . 2 0 0 0  o·. 4 1 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0  7 . 0 5 7 2  1 . 2 50 0  
a 1 0  D .  0 00 0 1 . 0 0 0 0  o . 39 9 0  0 . 2 0 0 0  u . 4 1 1 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 7 . 0 5 7 2  l .  2 SO O  
9 0 J . 000 0 1 . 0 0 0 0  0 . 99 9 O  0 . 2 0 0 0  0 . 4 1 1 0  o . o so o  7 . 0 5 7 2  O . J l 2 5  
1 0  6 1 . 0 00 0 1 . 0 0 0 0  1 . 0 0 0 0  0 . 2 0 0 0  0 . 4 1 1 0 o . o 1 .  0 5 7  2 o . zsoo 
1 1  0 l .  0 0 0 0  1 . 0 0 0 0  o . o  0 . 2 0 0 0  0 . 4 1 1 0  o . oon 7 . 0 5 7 2  o . 1 2 so 
1 2  5 l . 0 00 0 1 . 0 0 0 0  , . o o . o  o . o 2 .  o ou o· 1 . 0 s 1 2  0 . 1 2 s o  
1 3  0 o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  0 . 5 0 0 0  o . o  o . o  
1 4  0 o . o o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  0 . 1 2 !> 0  0 . 0  o . o 
l S  0 o . o  o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  1 . 00 0 0  o . o  o . o  
1 6  0 o . o  o . o  o . o 0 o 0  o . o o . o  o . o o . o  
1 7  0 o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o o . o 
1 8  0 J . O  o . o  o . o o . o o . o o . o iJ .  0 o . o 
1 9  0 o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  0 . o  o . o  
2 0  0 o . o  o ._ o o .o o . o  0 o 0 o . o o . o  o . o  
2 1  l o . o  o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o .. o 
22 1 :, • 0 o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o o . �  
2 3  l o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o .. o o . o  o . o o . o  
2 4  1 o . o  o . o o . o o . o  o . o o . o o . o  o . o  
2 5  l o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 6  1 :> . o  o . o  o .o o . o  o . o o . o o . o o . o  
2 7  1 o . o  o . o o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 8  l :, • 0 o . o  o . o o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 9  0 o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o o . o  
3 0  0 o . o o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o 
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H D R Y  D V  ( I ) 1\ ( 1 , 1 )  A ( l , 2 )  A C l , 3 )  A ( l , 4 )  A ( l , 5 )  
l 0 . 59 1  4 .  7 7 7 6 5 E - O l l . 1 9 l 46E  00  3 . 6 5 4 4 7 E - O l 2 . 0 9 2 9 9 E 0 0  2 .  50 6 2 7E  00  
2 0 . 5 9 1 4 .  7 7 7 o 5E- O l  l . 1 9 7 46[ c o  3 . 6 5 4 47 E - O l 2 . 092 9 9 t  0 0  l. .  5U b 2 7 E  0 0  
3 0 . 4 9 2  2 . 0066 5 E  0 0  4 . 7 2 1 5 3 E  0 0  2 . 4 3 2 6 5 E -O l 4 . 9 8 3 4 2 E- O l  2 . 3 5 2 9 4 E  0 0  
4 l . 8 3 7 2 . 3 494 0 E  0 0  S . 3 8 8 5 3 E  c o  2 . 0 9 4 8 l t - O l  4 . 2 5 6 4 0 E -O l 2 . 29 3 5 8 t:  0 0  
5 0 . 4 9 2  2 . 5 7 2 8 4 E  00  6 . 4 32 1 1 E  0 0  2 . 7 3 0 3 4 c - O l 3 . 8 8 6 H f - O l 2 . 5 0 0 0 0E 0 0  
6 o . 5 8 8  2 . 2 3 2 7 9 1::  c o  5 . 4 3 .: 5 9 E  c o  3 . 1 9 62 7 E - O l 4 . 4 7 8 6 9 t:-O l 2 . 43 3 0 9 E  0 0  
7 1 . 0 0 0  2 . 2 3 2 f 4 E  0 0  � . 4 32 59 E  0 0  3 . 1 9 62 7 E - O l 4 . 4 7 86 9 E- 0 1 2 . 4 3 30 9 E  0 0  
8 1 . 0 0 0  2 . 2 3 2 7 9 c  0 0  5 . 4 32 591:: co 3 . 1 9 6 2 7 E - 0 1  4 . 4 7 8 69 E-O l 2 . 4 3 3 0 9 E  0 0  
9 1 . 0 0 0  2 . 2 3 2 7 9 E  00  5 . 4 3 2 5 9 E  0 0  3 . 1 9 6 2 7 E- O l 4 . 4 7 8 6 9 E- O l 2 . 4 3 3 0 9E 0 0  
1 0  1 . 0 0 0  2 . 2 3 2 7 tJ E  00 � . 4 3.: 59E c o  J . l q 62 7E -O l  4 . 4 7 8 6 � E- 0 1 2 . 4 3 3 0 9 E  0 0  
1 1  1 . 0 0 0  2 . 2 .3 2 7 9 E  00 5 . 4 3 2 59 E  0 0  J . l 9 6 2 7 E - O l 4 . 4 7 8 6 � E - O l 2 . 4 3 3 0 9E  00  
1 2  1 . 0 0 0  2 . 2 3 2 7 9 E 0 0  5 . 4 32 591: c o  J . l 4 62 7 E -O l  4 . 4 7 86 'J c-O l 2 . 4 3 3 0 9 E  0 0  
1 3  o . o  o .. o o . o  o . o  o . o  c . o  
1 4  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o o . o  o . o 
1 5  o . o o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  
1 6  o . o o . o o . o o . o o . o  o . o 
1 7  o . o o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o 
1 8  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o 
1 q  o.o o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 0  o .o o . o  o .. o o . o  o . o  o . o 
2 1  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 2  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  
2 3  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 4  o . o o . o  o . o  c . o  o . o  o . o  
2 5  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 b  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o o . o  o . o 
2 7  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o o . o  
2 8  o . o o. o o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  
2 9  o . o o. o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o 
3 0  o . o o. o o . c  o . o o . o  o . o 
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H W E T  0 V ( I l 3 ( [ , l J  [3 ( 1 , 2 )  B ( l , 3 )  B l l , 4 )  8 ( 1 , 5 )  
l J . �9 1 l . 8 1 4 8 3 E - O l 4 . 5 4� 4 3 E - O l  l . 8 3 09 3 E - O l  5 . 5 1 0 1 7 E  0 0  2 .  50 6 2 7 E 0 0  
2 0 . 59 1  l . 6 1 4 � 3 E:- O l  4 . 54 8 4 3E - O l  l . 8 3 09 3 i::- O l 5 . 5 1 0 1 7 E  0 0  2 . 50 6 2 7E 0 0  
3 0 . 4 9 2  1 .  l 4 3 7 7 E c o  2 . 69 l 2 2E 0 0  l . 3 9 6 4 5E - O l 8 . 7 4 3 0 2E-O l 2 . 3 5 2 9 4 E  0 0  
4 l . 8 3 7  2 . 4 4 l 6 9 t:  00 S . 600 2 0 E  0 0  2 . 4 0 5 76 E - O l 4 . 0 9 5 5 2 E- O l 2 . 2 9 3 5 8E 0 0  
5 0 . 4 ::J 2  l .  7 'j 2 J 7 E  co  4 . 3 8 J l 7E 0 0  2 . 2 0 2 1 0E - O l  5 . 7 0 7 5 4 t: - O l 2 . sooooc  0 0  
6 0 . 5 8 8  2 . 0 5 2 4 8E c o  4 .. 993 8 8 E  0 0  3 . 3 2 62 7 E - O l 4 . � 7 2 l 4 E-O l 2 . 4 3 3 0 9 E  0 0  
7 l . 00 0  2 . 0 j 2 t. 8 E  c o  4 . 9 9 3 8 6t: 00  3 . 3 2 62 7£ - 0 1  4 . 8 72 1 4 £:-0 1 2 . 43 3 0 9 E 0 0  
8 1 .  0 0 0  2 . 0 � 2 4 8 E  c o  4 . 9 9 J 8 8 t  0 0  3 . 3 2 62 7 E - O l 4 . 8 7 2 1 4 E-O l 2 . 4 3 3 0 9E 0 0  
9 1 . 0 0 0  2 . 0 5 24 8 (  0 0  4 . 9 9 3 8 8 E  0 0  3 . 3 2 62 7£ - 0 1  4 . 8 7 2 1 4 E-O l 2 . 43 3 0 9E 0 0  
1 0  1 . 000 2 . 0 S 2 4 8 E  00 4 . 9 9 3 8 8 E 00  3 . 3 2 6 2 7 E - O l 4 . 8 7 2 1 4 E-O l 2 . 4 3 3 0 9E 0 0  
1 1  1 . 00 0 2 . u 5 2 4 8 E  co  4 . 9 9 3 8 81= 00  3 .  3 2 62 7 E - O l 4 . 8 72 1 4 £:�0 l 2 . 43 3 0 9 E 0 0  
1 2  1 . 0 0 0  l. . 0 ? 2 4 b E  0 0  4 . 9 9 3 8 8 E  0 0  3 . 3 2 62 7 t - 0 1 4 . 8 7 2 1 4 E-O l 2 .  4 3 3 0 9 (  0 0  
l 3  o . o o.o o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  
1 4  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
1 5  u . O o . o  o . o c . o  o . o  o . o  
1 6  o . o o . o o . o  o . o o . o  o . o 
1 7  o . o o . o  o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  
1 8  o.o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
1 9  o . o O . v  o . o  o . o o . o o . o  
2 0  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 1  o . o o.o o . o c . o  o . o  o . o  
2 �  o . o . o .  0 o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 3  o . o o . o  c . o o . o o . o  o . o  
2 4  o . o o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 5  u . O o.o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
2. 6  o . o o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 1  o . o o . o  o . o o . o o . o o . o  
2 8  o . o o . o  c . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
2 9  o.o o.o o . o  c . o o . o o . o  
3 0  o . o  o . o o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  
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C ONO . C V  C I ) C (  I ,  U C ( l , 2 ) C ( I , 3 )  C ( [ . 4 )  C l I , 5 )  
l o . 5 9 1  l .  5 0 4  7 3E - 0 2  2 . 3 4 l 9 Q E- 0 3  l . 9 6 2 3 1 E  0 0  6 . 6 4 5 7 1 E  0 1  l . 5 5 6 4 2 E-O l 
2 0 . 5 9 1  1 .  5 0 4  7 3 E- 0 2  2 . 3 4 l 9 9 E- 0 3  l . 9 6 2 3 1 E  0 0 . 6 . 6 4 5 7 1 E  0 1  l .  � 5  4 2 E-u l 
3 0 . 4 9 l  8 . 2 l l l 4 E- 0 3 4 . 8 2 /  24E- 0 3  l . 3 0 80 3 E  0 0  l . 2 1 7 8 6 E  0 2  5 . 8 7 89 0E-O l 
4 1 . 8 3 7  5 . 2 2 6 0 b E- 0 3  J . 1 5 9 6 S t: - 0 2  l . 3 5 9 7 7E 0 0  l . 9 1 3 4 8 E  0 2  6 0459 5 E  0 0  
5 0 . 4 9 2  l . 8 1 6 0 8 E - 0 2  1 . q 2 1 98 t::- O l  l .  7 9 9 l 6E 0 0  5 . 5 06 3 5 E  0 1  l . 0 5 8 3 l E  0 1  
6 0 . 5 8 ti  l .. 6 9 32 0 E- 0 2  l . 3 3 6 06 E - O l  l . 3 6 9 3 0 E  0 0  5 . 2 8 2 0 7 E  0 1  7 . 05 7 1 6E 0 0  
7 1 . 0 0 0  l . t3 9 3 2 C E- 0 2  l . 3 36 0 6E - O l l . 3 6 9 3 0 E  0 0  5 . 2 8 2 0"/ E: 0 1  7 . 05 7 1 6 E  0 0 
8 1 .. 0 0 0  l . 6 9 3 2 0 E-0 2 l . 3 3 6 0 6 E - O l  l . 3 6 9 3 0 E  0 0  5 . 2 8 2 0 7E 0 1  7 . 0 5 7 1 6 E 0 0  
9 1 . 0 0 0  l . 8 9 3 £ 0 E- 0 2  l . 3 3 6 06E- O l  l . 3 6 9 3 0 E  0 0  5 . 2 8 2 0 H: 0 1  7 . 05 7 1 6 E  0 0  
1 0  1 . 0 0 0  1 .. 8 9 32 0 [ - 0 2  l . 3 3u C 6 E - O l  t . 3 6 9 3 0E 0 0  5 . 2 8 2 0 7 E 0 1  7 . 0 5 7 l 6E 0 0  
1 1  1 . 0 0 0  l . 8 9 3 2 0 E - G 2  l .  3 36 0 6E - O l  l . 3 6 9 3 0E 00 5 . 2 82 0 / E  0 1  7 . 0 5 7 1 6E 0 0  
1 2  1 .. 0 0 0  l .  6 9 3 2 0 E- 0 2  l . 3 36 G 6 E - O l  L . 3 6 9 3 0 E 0 0  5 . 2 8 2 0 7 E  0 1  7 . 0 5 7 1 6E 0 0  
1 3  o. o o. o o. o c . o  o . o  o. o 
1 4  o.o o. o o. o a. a o . o  o. o 
1 5  o. o o .. o o. o o . o  o . o  o . o 
1 6  o. o o. o o . o o . o  o. o o. o 
1 7  o. o o . o  o. o  o . o o . o  o . o  
1 8  o . o  o. o o. o c . o  o . o  o. o 
1 9  O e O  o . o  o . o  o . o o . o o . o  
2 0  o . o o . o  o. o c . o  o . o o. o 
2 1  o. o o . o  o . o  o . o o . o o. o 
2 2  o .. o · o . o  o . o c . o  o . o  o. o 
2 3  o . o o . o  o. o o . o o . o  o. o 
2 4  o. o o. o o. o o . o o . o  o. o 
2 5  o . o o. o o. o o . o  o . o  o. o 
2 6  o . o o. o o. o c . o  o . o  o . o  
2 7  o. o o . o  o . o  o . o o . o  o . o  
2 8  o. o o. o o. o o. o o . o o. o 
2 9  o . o o. o o. o o . o  o . o  o . o 
3 0  u. o o. o o. o o. o o . o  o. o 
L I NE A R  L N - L N  R E G R E S S I ON A NA L Y S I S  FOR C ED THR U PO I N T ( X ( l ) , Y ( l ) ) 
S OL U T I ON I S  Y = C ( l ) / ( X * * C ( 3 ) +C ( 2 ) )  O R  1 / Y = C ( 4 ) * X * * C ( 3 ) +C ( 5 )  
W H E R E  V ( l ) = A L OG ( l / Y ( I J - 1 / Y ( l ) )  AND  U ( I ) = A L O G ( X ( l ) - X ( l ) )  I N  
V = C ( 3 ) *U + ALOG ( C ( 4 J ) 
P RO B L EM N A M E  • • c C-H 8 1  
T HE COE F F I C I E N T S  AR E 
NUM B E R Of O B S E R VA T I ON S = 1 0  
C l l ) =  2 . 0 0 66 5 3  
C < 2 > = 4 . 7 2 1 5 3 5  
C ( 3 ) =  0 . 2 4 3 2 6 5  
C ( � > = 0 . 4 98 3 4 2  
C ( 5 ) =  2 . 3 5 2 9 4 1 
R 2  ( L N DA T A ) =  0 . 9 7 3 8 3 5  
T A B L E  O F  RE S I DUAL S 
I U ( I ) V ( I l X ( I J 
l o . o  
2 - 0 . 1 7 9 1 3  - 0 . 8 5 b0 5 - 0 . 8 3 6 0 0  
3 0 . 9 1 9 8 8  -0 . 3 8 9 5 5 - 2 . 5 0 9 0 0  
4 1 . 6 1 3 0 3  -0 . 1 9 64 3 - 5 . 0 1 8 0 0  
5 2 - 3 0 6 2 8  -0 . 0 7 7 1 5  - L 0 . 0 3 7 00 
6 2 . 8 1 7 0 8  -0 . 0 1 98 0  - 1 6 . 7 2 80 0  
7 3 . 5 1 0 2 3  0 . 0 9 1 0 6  - 3 3  .. 4 5 59 9  
8 4 . 2 0 3 3 8 o . 2 49 5 3  - 6 6. 9 1 1 99 
9 4 . 89 6 5 3  0 . 4 5 0 2 0- 1 3 3 . 82 39 9  
1 0  6 . 2 1 8 2 8  0 . 8 7 9 2 0- 50 1 . 8 3 88 7 
ANAL Y S I S  O F  V A R l AN C E  
S OU R C E  OF  
R EGR E S S  1 
R E S I DUAL 8 
TOT AL  9 
s s  
l . 9 2 2  
O e 0 5 2  
1 . 9 7 4  
M S  
1 . 92 2  
0 . 00 6  
Y ( t )  
Q . 4 2 5 0 0  
0 . 360 0 0  
o .  3 3 0 0 0 
0 . 3 1 5 0 0 
0 . 30 5 0 0  
0 . 3 0 0 0 0  
0 .. 2 9 0 0 0  
0 . 2 7 5 0 0  
0 . 2 5 5 0 0  
0 . 2 1 00 0  
F 
2 9 7 . 7 5 5  • •  
T A B L E  V A L U E F ( . 0 5 ) = 5 . 3 1 F ( . O l ) 2 1 1 . 2 5 
S T AN DARD O EV I AT I O  OF C ( 3 )  s 
C O N F I DENC E L I M I T S OF  C ( 3 )  L O W E R  
L EV E L  T VALUE S L I M I T  
0 . 0 5  
0 . 0 1  
2 . 3 049  
3 - 3 �48 
R ( OR I G I N AL DA T A ) = 
R 2  ( O R I G I N A L  DA T A ) �  
o .  2 1 1  
o . 1 9 6  
0 . 9 89 
o . 9 78 
0 . 0 1 4 
UPPER 
L I M I T  
0 . 2 76 
0 . 2 9 1  
YH ( 1 ) R E S I DUAL 
0 . 4 2 5 0 0 o . o  
0 . 3 5 3 3 5  0 . 0066 5 
0 . 3 3 5 9 9  - 0 . 0 0 599 
o . 3 2 3 5 5  -0 . 00 8 5 5  
0 . 3 0 9 9 5  -0 . 0 0 4 9 5  
0 . 2 9 9 2 4  0 . 0 0 0 7 6  
0 . 2 8 3 8 1  0 . 00 6 1 9  
0 . 2 6 74 9 0 . 00 7 5 1 
0 . 2 5 04 4  0 . 00 4 5 6  
0 . 2 1 66 9  - 0 . 0 0 6 6 9  
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L I N E A R  L N - L N  R E G R E S S I ON A NA L Y S I S F ORC E D  THR U PO I N T ( X ( l l , Y ( l ) )  
S O L U T I O N  I S  Y = C ( l ) / ( X * * C ( 3 ) +C ( 2 ) ) O R  1 / Y  = C ( 4 ) *X * *C ( 3 ) +C ( 5 )  
W H E R E  V ( l ) = AL OG ( l / Y ( I ) - 1 / Y ( U )  AND U ( I J = ALOG ( X ( I ) - X ( l ) )  I N  
V = C ( 3 ) *U + A L O G ( C ( 4 ) ) 
P RO B L EM N AM E  • • •  K-H 8 1  
T HE C O E F F I C I E N T S  A R E  
NUM B E R  O F  O B S E RV A T I ON S = 9 
C ( l ) = 0 . 0 0 8 2 1 1  
C ( 2 ) = 0 . 00 4 8 2 7 
C { 3 ) = 1 . 30802 8 
C C 4 > =  1 2 1 . 7 8 5 7 3 6  
C ( 5 ) = 0 . 5 8 7 8 9 0  
R 2  ( L N DA T A ) =  0 . 92 7 1 3 9 
T A B L E  O F  R E S  I OU A L  S 
( U (  I l V C I ) X ( I )  y ( I ) 
l o . o 1 . 10 1 0 0 
2 3 . 7 5 3 0 5  9 . 4 9 0 1 4  - 4 2 . 65099  o . oooos  
3 4 . 2 3 2 6 3 1 0 . 6 3 3 70 - 6 8 . 8 9 7 9 9  0 . 0 0 0 0 2  
4 4 . 6 5 3 8 4  l 0 . 4 3 82 5- 1 0 4 . 9 8 700 0 . 0 0 0 0 3  
5 4 . 99 4 7 6  l l . 520 8 5- 1 4 7 . 6 3 7 9 9  0 . 0000 1 
6 s .  3 3 1 2 3  1 2 . 1 6 7 4 3- 20 6 . 69 2 99  O . C O O O l 
7 5 .  68 79 l 1 2 . 3 2 3 9 5- 2 9 5 . 2 7 5 8 8  o . c cooo 
8 S . 9 7 5 59 1 2 . 740 8 5- 39 3 � 7 0 0 9 3  o . coooo  
9 6 . 26 3 2 7  1 2 . 59 1 1 5- 52 4 . 9 3 3 8 4  0 . 0 0 0 0 0  
A N A L Y S I S  O f  VA R I ANCE 
S OU R C E  OF  s s  H S  F 
R E GR E S S l 9 . 0 6 0  9 . 060  8 9 . 0 7 4  
R E S I DUAL 7 o .  7 1 2  0 . 102  
T O T AL 8 9 .  7 7 2  
T ABL E VAL UE F (  . 0 5 ) = 5 . 59 F ( . O l )  - 1 2 . 28 
· ·· · · • • * * * * * * * ** * *� • • * • • · ·· · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·· 
S TAN DAR D O E V I A T I O� OF C ( 3 )  = 0 . 1 39 
CO F I DEN C E  L I M I T S  O F  C C  3 )  L O WE R  UP P E R  
L EV E L  T V A L UE S L I  M l  T L I M I T 
0 . 0 5  2 . 3 6 4 9  Q . 98 0  1 . 63 6  
0 . 0 1  3 . 5048  0 . 8 2 2  l . 7 94 
R ( OR I G I N A L  D A T A ) = 0 . 9 50 
R 2  ( O R I G I N AL C A T A ) :  0 . 9 0 3  
VH ( I )  R E S I DUAL  
1 . 10 1 0 0  o . o  
0 . 0 0 0 0 6  0 . 00002 
0 . 0 0 0 0 3  - 0 . 0000 1 
0 . 0 0 0 0 2  0 . 0000 1 
0 . 00 0 0 1 · - 0 . 00000  
0 . 0000 1 - 0 . 00000 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0  - 0 . 00000  
0 . 0 0 0 0 0  -0 . 00000 
0 . 00 0 00 0 . 00000  
** 
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APPENDIX E 
Characteristic Curves for a Cecil Loamy Sand 
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Figure 1 .  Desorption curves relating soil moisture 
content (y axis) to the log of the 10910 
of the absolute value water potential, feet 
(x  axis) . 
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Figure 1. Continued. 
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Figure 2. Adsorption curves relating soil moisture content 
(y axis) to the 10910 of the absolute value of 
the water potential, feet ( x  axis). 
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Figure 2. Continued . 
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Figure 3. Ratio of the hydraulic conductivity to 
saturated hydraulic conductivity (y axis) 
to the log10 of the absolute value . of 
the water potential, feet (x axis). 
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Figure 3 .  Continued. 
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